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Linguistic content and language skills
Pronunciation
Initiative deals systematically with pronunciation 
covering phonemes, stress and intonation. Regular 
Pronunciation tasks appear in the Student’s Book and 
the Workbook. Wordlists in the Student’s Book include 
the phonemic transcript of all words and expressions. 
Furthermore, students will learn how to download and 
use Sounds: The Pronunciation App to improve their 
pronunciation.

Receptive and productive skills
Receptive and productive skills are treated thoroughly 
in Initiative. Reading texts have been selected to be of 
interest to students and designed to look attractive. 
Alongside the texts a range of tasks and activities ensure 
coverage of all common question types, essential for 
exam success. Initiative takes an integrated approach 
to listening and speaking and from the introductory 
page onwards, students develop their communication 
skills in parallel. Frequent short tasks, Let’s talk, provide 
controlled practice of new language, whereas the 
Speaking Initiative tasks, with step-by-step guidelines, 
are longer tasks with clear communicative goals. 
Listening can be one of the most difficult skills to develop 
and so Initiative provides learners with the support they 
need before and during listening to aid comprehension 
and improve confidence. Writing is developed through 
the examination of model texts and language tasks. 
Writing Initiative tasks are carefully staged and 
emphasize that good writing requires planning, drafting 
and rewriting. Further development work on all receptive 
and productive skills can be found in the Workbook, 
the Communication Trainer with video material and the 
Teacher’s Resources.

Vocabulary development
Initiative takes a three-tiered approach to vocabulary 
ensuring that new lexis is introduced gradually and 
recycled thoroughly. Firstly, the opening introductory 
page of each unit activates passive vocabulary through 
a series of communicative tasks. Secondly, the Topic 
words page presents and practises new vocabulary 
related to the theme of the unit. Thirdly, the Word 
building page focuses on lexical grammar and word 
formation. In addition, the Vocabulary in Action and 
Consolidate tasks review and practise new vocabulary 
in all Vocabulary sections. Understanding vocabulary 
also plays an important role in successful reading, so 
Word Power tasks, which highlight vocabulary items in 
context, are included in all Reading sections.

Grammar in context
Grammar plays a key role in Initiative and students are 
asked to take an active role in acquiring new language. 
Grammar structures are presented in a range of 
authentic-style texts that provide the comprehensible 
context essential for understanding meaning. These texts 
also allow for a deductive approach to grammar which 
invites students to identify and match language examples 
with uses rather than merely presenting learners with a 
set of rules. A variety of sentence level and text-based 
tasks in both the Student’s Book and Workbook ensure 
new language items are reviewed and practised, whilst 
regular Consolidate and Cumulative tasks extend 
knowledge by contrasting grammatical structures. 

Functional language
A thorough knowledge of functional language is 
essential for successful communication. Initiative, with its 
emphasis on communication skills, highlights functional 
language in the following ways. Phrase banks include 
the functional exponents students need to complete 
oral tasks. The Vocabulary in Action feature reviews 
vocabulary in the context of functional monologues and 
dialogues. The Speaking pages in the Communication 
skills section also forefront functional language and 
provide opportunities for analysis and production.

Introducing Initiative
Initiative is a new two-level course for Bachillerato students. With its fast-paced approach and use of authentic 
texts, topics and language, Initiative maximizes student interest and provides sufficient challenge for twenty-first 
century learners.

Following guidelines laid down by the Common European Framework of Reference for Foreign Languages, Initiative 
aims to ensure your students fully develop their language competence, to teach tools and strategies for lifelong 
learning inside and outside the classroom and to prepare students for exam success in Bachillerato and beyond.

To achieve this, Initiative offers:
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Learner development and lifelong learning skills
Learning strategies
In order to encourage students’ learning both inside and 
outside the classroom, Initiative places high importance 
on developing learning strategies. The Lifelong learning 
skills pages examine useful learner strategies and 
language-learning tools. The Developing skills feature 
focuses on those sub-skills essential for skills work and 
exam success. Analyse boxes encourage students to 
reflect on the differences between their own language 
and English, and to make notes of language items which 
can lead to error such as false friends and confusing 
expressions. Finally, the feature Think & Discuss 
encourages students to think critically about the topics 
they examine throughout Initiative.

Cultural knowledge
Learning about culture is an essential part of language 
learning. To this end, Initiative focuses on a whole 
range of culturally relevant topics and issues from the 
environment, through equality to travel. The Teacher’s 

Book includes the Extend cultural knowledge feature 
which provides essential background information 
on the people, places and events in the material. The 
Communication Trainer with video material is another rich 
source of material which focuses on different aspects of 
life in multi-cultural Britain.

Cross-curricular content
Much of the material in Initiative has clear links to other 
subjects on the school curriculum and these links are 
highlighted in the teaching notes in the Teacher’s Book. 
Additional Curricular worksheets in the Teacher’s 

Resources enable you to bring topics from Science, 
Humanities and Social science and Arts into the English 
classroom.

Social skills and values
The Initiative materials and discussion tasks emphasize 
respect for other people and cultures, for the environment 
and for equality.

Digital competence
Initiative promotes digital competence in numerous 
ways. These include using the internet as a source of 
ideas for speaking and writing work, and the use of 
software packages to prepare slides to accompany 
oral presentations. The Student’s Website gives access 
to online practice activities for language and skills. In 
addition, students learn about tools such as Sounds: The 

Pronunciation App and the Macmillan Online Dictionary 

to improve their pronunciation and increase their active 
vocabulary. 

Skills development
Initiative 1 aims to practise and consolidate a variety 
of skills for use both inside and outside the classroom. 
To this end, extensive skills development materials are 
included in all Initiative 1 components. The Student’s Book 
features the innovative Lifelong learning skills section 
at the end of every unit which focuses on the acquisition 
and improvement of language and learning skills. Topics 
include using an online dictionary, recording vocabulary, 
using phrasal verbs and learning English outside the 
classroom. Each page presents a ‘How to …’ guide 
featuring quizzes and activities as well as helpful hints and 
strategies. Each page culminates in a Challenge activity 
which encourages students to put into practice all the 
new skills they have acquired. 

In the Student’s Book reference section, Developing 
writing skills presents model writing texts linked to each 
Writing Initiative task with a helpful guide to explain what 
to write in each paragraph of the text. In addition, there 
is a Useful language box which presents key language and 
phrases for each specific essay type and a Common errors 
box which highlights grammatical errors such as word 
order, tenses and the correct use of connectors. 

The Communication Trainer with video material focuses 
on communication and provides comprehensive training 
with the development of listening and speaking skills. 

21st century skills
Workbook 1 features the innovative 21st century skills 
section which has a strong real-world focus and clear 
learning outcomes. This section develops key skills for the 
future both inside and outside the classroom including 
writing a CV, taking part in an interview and following 
instructions.

Further practice of all linguistic content, language skills 
and exam strategies can be found on photocopiable 
worksheets in the Teacher’s Resources. 

Exam skills and self-study
Successful language learners are those who can work 
independently outside the classroom. To develop 
students’ autonomy, Initiative provides self-study reference 
material in the Student’s Book. This includes the Assess 
yourself revision section which allows students to 
evaluate their progress and the Developing exam skills 
section which aims to improve students’ exam skills. This 
section presents a series of unit-by-unit exams linked 
to the Student’s Book main unit topics with a range of 
comprehension question types culminating in a writing 
task. Self-study grammar notes, Pronunciation guide, 
Phrasal verbs, Irregular verbs and a complete Wordlist are 
also provided. There is further self-access material and 
skills practice in the Workbook and the Communication 

Trainer with video material.
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8

 1 Match the words in the box to the works of art.

abstract   cave painting   graffi  ti   landscape   photograph   
portrait   sculpture   still life   street art

 2 2.12 Listen. Which art words are mentioned?

 3 2.12 Listen again. Match the speakers to the questions. 

1  How do you know if a work of art is good? 

2  How much money is the Mona Lisa insured for?

3  Which Spanish artists are considered to be the best?

4  Which painting is said to be the most expensive ever?

 4 2.12 Listen again and note the speakers’ answers.
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Photography isn’t really art.

 Let’s talk
 5 Choose a work of art from this 

page and describe it to a partner.

I can see …
The woman in the painting …
There’s a …
It looks like …
It looks …
He’s probably …

PHRASE BANK

7 Is it art?

Reading Mobile art; understanding reference 

Grammar Th e passive; have / get something done

Vocabulary Art; do and make; word families

Listening 3-D street art

Speaking Comparing and contrasting photos

Writing A biography

Lifelong learning skills How to learn English outside the classroom

UNIT OBJECTIVES
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 1 WORD POWER   Match the phrases 
to the defi nitions.

1  an army unit a  become unemotional

2  a head shot b  an exhibition of photos

3  desensitized c  a portrait photo

4  slideshow  d  understanding of something

5  insight  e  a group of soldiers

 2 Scan the text and fi nd … 

1  the title of a newspaper. 

2  a date.

3  the name of a famous photographer.

4  the name of an exhibition.

5  the name of the exhibition’s organizer.

 3 DEVELOPING SKILLS   Read the box 
and do the task.

5  Answer the questions in your own words.

1  Why did Damon Winter use his mobile phone in 
Afghanistan?

2  Why is the quality of mobile phone photos not very 
important?

3  Why did Alex Sturrock organize No Comfort?

4  How did Preston Rolls help to create No Comfort? 

5  What makes the photos of Zimbabwe so special?

 6 WORD POWER   Match the words 
to the defi nitions.

1  appearing a  the most common

2  mainstream b  television, newspapers and the internet

3  media c  beginning to be seen

4  gallery d  things or information

5  stuff  e  a place that shows art

 Let’s talk
 7 Do you ever go to exhibitions? 

7 Reading

Understanding reference 

When reading, it is important to 

know what pronouns like it, they, 

her and demonstratives like this and 

that refer to.

Find the pronouns in the text. What do they 
refer to?

Find a false friend in 

paragraph B that means to keep 
information about something.

ANALYSE

a  they (line 2)

b  they (line 3)

c  their (line 6)

d  these (line 12)

e  their (line 17)

 4 Are the sentences true or 
false? Quote words from 
the text to support your 
answers.

1  Th e photos in Th e New York 

Times were taken with a 
mobile phone.

2  Damon Winter’s photos won 
him a prize. 

3  Most photos taken on 
mobiles are pictures of places.

4  No Comfort was an exhibition 
held in Zimbabwe.

5  Th e photos from Kabul and 
Gaza contain very negative 
images. 
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7 Grammar in context

Th e passive 
be + past participle 

 1 Look at the album cover. Do you know where the photo was taken?

 3  Complete the sentences with the correct passive form of the verbs in brackets. 

1  Picasso’s Guernica ___ (move) to Spain from New York in 1981. 

2  Th is painting can ___ (interpret) in a number of diff erent ways. 

3  Only two of the paintings in this exhibition ___ (buy) so far.

4  Th e art museum ___ (restore) at the moment. 

5  Th e restoration work ___ (not complete) next month. 

6  By the time the gallery reported the theft, the painting ___ (sell). 

 4  Write questions in the passive. Use the prompts to help you. 

1  Where / last year’s exhibition / hold ? 

2  What / paintbrushes / make of ? 

3  Why / this photograph / not frame / yet ? 

4  Who / Sunfl owers / paint by ? 

5  the winner of the art competition / announce / next week ? 

6  these pens / use / by anybody / at the moment ? 

Abbey Road
The cover of The Beatles’ album, Abbey Road, is 

one of the world’s most famous photographs. In it 

the band 1are being led across a zebra crossing by 

John Lennon. Abbey Road is both the name of the 

street and a recording studio.

The photo 2was taken by Iain Macmillan. If you look 

closely, you can see Paul Cole, an American tourist, 

on the right-hand side. He didn’t know the photo 

3had been taken until the album was released.

The cover 4has been copied by many artists 

including The Red Hot Chilli Peppers and Kanye 

West. No doubt it 5will be copied again many times 

in the future. The crossing 6can still be seen 

by Beatles’ fans as it 7is now protected by the 

government because of its cultural importance.

be + past participle 

Th e passive is formed with be 

+ past participle. Th ere is a 

complete list of irregular past 

participles on pp152–153 of 

the Student’s Book. 

ANALYSE

 2 GRAMMAR INITIATIVE   Match the examples in the text to the tenses.

Th e passive

a modal verb 

b present continuous 

c present simple

d present perfect

e past simple

f future simple

g past perfect

2.13
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a   When readers of Th e New York Times looked at the newspaper on 22 November 

2010, they were presented with some amazing photos of the war in Afghanistan. 

What made the photos particularly interesting is that they had been taken with a 

smartphone rather than a traditional camera. 

b   Photographer Damon Winter, who was named Photographer of the Year in the USA, spent 

a few days with an American army unit in northern Afghanistan. He wanted to record their 

everyday lives. He decided to use his mobile phone rather than his usual camera because he 

thought the soldiers seemed more comfortable with the phone. He pointed out that they often 

use their phones to photograph each other and so they were more relaxed. Th is made the photos 

more memorable because they weren’t posed.

c   Of course, the vast majority of photos taken using mobiles are not taken by professional 

photographers, but by ordinary people. Although these images may be poor quality and are 

often just head shots sent from one friend to another, more and more of these photos are now 

appearing in exhibitions because they provide an interesting record of everyday life.

d   A recent exhibition in London provides a good example. Th e event was called No Comfort 

and people in diff erent countries were asked by the show’s organizer, Alex Sturrock, to send in 

images of their daily lives taken on mobile phones. Sturrock wanted people in London to see 

what life is like for people living in countries like Zimbabwe or Haiti. He felt that people had 

become desensitized by images in the mainstream media, but hoped that the more personal 

mobile phone photos would provide a more dramatic 

picture.

e   Getting the photos was hard work. Sturrock emailed 

lots of people before he got a positive response from 

Preston Rolls, a photographer in Zimbabwe. Rolls told 

children about the exhibition and they were very excited. 

Suddenly Sturrock started receiving photos which he 

uploaded onto a computer in an art gallery in London. Th e 

photos were made into a slideshow which was projected 

onto the gallery’s wall. Every time a new photo arrived it 

was automatically added to the slideshow.

f   Sturrock also received a series of photos from Kabul, 

Toronto and Gaza. As he says, ‘Th ey’re images from places 

we see so much negative stuff  written about, yet they are 

really warm stories. Th e images from Zimbabwe are really 

intimate, they’re shot by the kids and young people of the 

area. You can’t take pictures like that unless you are part of 

a community, I think it’s a rare insight.’

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

Mobile Art

2.14 Find these words in the 

text. How do you say them?

1 

2  

3 

4 

5 /
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Transforming sentences

 5  Study the examples and complete the 
transformation rules.

A Active: An art dealer bought the paintings.

 Passive: Th e paintings were bought by an art dealer.

B Active: Th ey will sell her paintings next week.

 Passive: Her paintings will be sold next week (by them). 

In passive sentences …

1  the object of the active sentence becomes the ___. 

2  the subject of the active sentence becomes the ___. 

3  use the word ___ to introduce the agent. 

4  omit the ___ when it is unknown, obvious or unimportant. 

 6  Transform the sentences from active to passive. 
Omit the agent where possible. 

1  Somebody sold the sculpture for €2 million. 

2  Th e prime minister will attend the opening of the exhibition. 

3  Th ey might display our work in the school entrance. 

4  Police have arrested a 30-year-old woman in connection 
with the art theft. 

5  A journalist is interviewing the artist for a magazine article. 

6 Miró must have painted this picture.

 9 CONSOLIDATE   Complete the text 
with the correct passive form of the verbs 
in brackets. 

have / get something done
We use have or get something done 

when somebody else does a job for us. 

The prime minister is having his portrait painted.
I got my hair dyed purple for the party.
Note that get something done is more informal.

ANALYSE

 7  Read the sentences. Who does the job in each case? 
Choose the correct answers.

1  Phil got his house painted last week. 

a  Phil b someone else

2  Diana will have new pictures taken next month. 

a  Diana b someone else

3 I’m fi xing my computer. 

a me b someone else

 8  Rewrite the sentences using have / get something done.

1  Someone pierced Sue’s nose yesterday. 

Sue had her nose pierced yesterday. 
2  A mechanic has repaired Pete’s scooter. 

3  Gilly is going to cut my hair. 

4  Th e optician is testing my eyes tomorrow. 

5  Th e artist drew her caricature. 

6  Helen’s mum will make her a dress. 

 See Self-study grammar notes pp138–9

Graffi ti:

Graffi ti (1) ___ (consider) by some people to
be art. Many others believe people who paint
buildings, which then have to (2) ___ (clean),
are vandals and should (3) ___ (punish). 
It seems that the public and the police now 
want to have something (4) ___ (do) about the 
problem, so graffi ti vandals (5) ___ (take) to 
court. In 2010, three young men from London 
(6) ___ (send) to prison for spray-painting on 
tube trains. The cost of repainting the trains 
(7) ___ (estimate) to be £60,000. A more recent 
case was Tox, who (8) ___ (jail) for criminal 
damage. He has been writing his name on 
trains, bridges and walls for over ten years 
and (9) ___ (give) fi nes before his recent trial. 
The prosecutor claimed that Tox ‘has no 
artistic talent’.

Student’s Book 1
Student’s Book 1 contains nine complete units and an extensive reference section with material for self-study and 
self-evaluation. 

Each unit opens with an introductory page presenting the unit theme and vocabulary. With striking visual tasks 
and general knowledge quizzes, this page engages students from the start. Listening and speaking tasks encourage 
students to reflect on and discuss the new topic. The introduction is followed by five double-page spreads devoted 
to Reading, Grammar in context, Vocabulary, Communication skills and Writing. The final page of each unit, 
Lifelong learning skills, focuses on techniques and tools which enable students to improve their language and 
learning skills both inside and outside the classroom. 

The reference section of the Student’s Book provides students with extra material to complement the core units 
and includes the following sections: Assess yourself grammar, vocabulary and writing activities; Developing exam 
skills practice tasks; Self-study grammar notes; Developing writing skills; Pronunciation; Phrasal verbs; Irregular 
verbs and a Wordlist with phonemic transcripts and translations.

There is a Digital Student’s Book for students and a digital version of the Student’s Book is available for teachers in 
the Teacher’s Presentation Kit.

Think & Discuss

A discussion which encourages 
students to think critically 
about the unit theme. 

Reading

Say it aloud

Pronunciation tasks which 
teach the International 
Phonetic Alphabet.

Grammar in context

Consolidate

Text-based tasks 
consolidate all grammar 
presented in the unit. 

Listening and speaking 
tasks ensure students use 
topic vocabulary. 

Opening page

Unit objectives 

A clear outline of the unit contents. 

Developing skills 

Strategies to develop reading 
skills and ensure exam 
success. 

Grammar presentation 

Authentic-style texts provide 
comprehensible context for 
new language.
  
Grammar Initiative

Students match language 
examples with rules of usage. 

Attractive, informative 
texts based on real 
people, places and 
events. 
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Vocabulary7

Vocabulary in Action

Topic words
Art

 1 Order the photography verbs in the box in the 
order in which they happen.

enlarge   frame   hang   print   save to hard drive   take

1 take

 2  Complete the sentences with the verbs from Ex 1. 

1 I ___ some great photos last weekend. Do you want to 
see them?

2  Th ese photos are too small, so I’m going to ___ them.

3 I usually ___ copies of my best photos for my album.

4  Th is photo is the best. I’m going to ___ it and ___ it on 
my bedroom wall.

5  Don’t leave your photos on your camera. ___ them 
___ your ___ ___.

 Let’s talk
 3 What do you do with your photos after you’ve 

taken them?

 4 Categorize the words in the box.

artist   brush   bust   easel   gallery   model   paint   
palette   pedestal   portfolio   sculptor   sculpture

people equipment other

artist

 5 Replace the words in bold with the correct words 
from Ex 4.

1  Th ere’s a really good exhibition of Titian’s work at the 
National Museum.

2  Painters mix their paints together on a portfolio.

3  Lisa del Giocondo was the sculptor for the painting 
the Mona Lisa. 

4  My father has a pedestal of Beethoven on his piano.

5  Painters apply paint to a canvas with a knife or a palette.

6 I went to an outdoor exhibition of Henry Moore’s 
sculptors last week.

7 Who’s your favourite bust – Picasso or Dalí?

8 Michelangelo’s David stands on a palette in the Galleria 
Dell’Accademia in Florence. 

Talking about art exhibitions

 6 Read the dialogue and choose the correct alternatives. 

  A What are you doing on Saturday?

  B I was thinking about going to that new gallery.

  A You mean the one that was opened by the Queen?

  B Yeah. Th ere’s a 1photography/portfolio exhibition on.

  A And a 2sculptor/sculpture display in the garden.

  B I know. All the photos were 3taken/framed by children, weren’t they?

  A In fact, both exhibitions were created by child 4artists/models.

  B Amazing. Th ere’s a good shop there too.

  A I could buy some new 5paints/easels and a 6palette/bust.

  B Great, you can give me a painting to 7hang/print in my bedroom.

 7 2.15 Listen and check your answers.

 8 Now prepare a dialogue about art exhibitions. 
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7 Communication skills

Listening
3-D street art

 1 2.18  Check you understand the words from the 
listening text.

sketching   workshop   perspective   ceiling   chalk

 2 Read the summary. Would you like to join the 
project? Why / Why not?

Summary: Art Forum 
TODAY AT 3.45 ON RADIO ART

Appearances can be deceptive, especially in 3-D 
pavement art! In this exciting art form, artists 
create huge lifelike paintings in public places. James 
O’Donnell from the community arts project, Art 
on the Street, joins us to talk about this weekend’s 
arts festival which includes a wonderful exhibition 
of 3-D on our city centre streets.

 3 2.19 Listen and take notes about the Art on the 
Street festival.  

 4 DEVELOPING SKILLS   Read the box 
and do the tasks.

 5 2.19 Listen again and choose the best answers. 

1 Which of the statements is not true about Art on 
the Street? 

a  It was founded in 2008. 

b  It’s an arts festival. 

c  It’s a festival held every two years.

d  It has increased in size over the years. 

2  Which of the following is not planned for this year’s 
arts festival? 

a  a workshop on digital art

b  an art course on sketching 

c  an auction 

d  an exhibition 

3  3-D artists create a sense of reality in their paintings …

a  by using new art techniques. 

b  by drawing objects in the background larger than 
in the foreground. 

c  by drawing objects in the background smaller 
than in the foreground.  

d  by making their pictures complicated. 

4  Why is the artist Kurt Wenner important? 

a  He painted the Sistine Chapel. 

b  He invented the technique of perspective.  

c  He works for National Geographic.  

d  He made 3-D art popular.  

 Let’s talk
 6 Have you ever seen any 3-D street art? Where?

Multiple-choice questions

In multiple-choice questions there is usually 

one answer which is obviously wrong. 

Eliminate this fi rst. If an answer is only partly 

correct, look for a better option. 

1  Read the questions in Ex 5 carefully.

2  Eliminate any answers which are obviously wrong.

a

b
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7 Writing

A biography

 1 Read the biography. What did Frida Kahlo do that no other Mexican artist had done before? 

 2 Which paragraph … 

1  gives a summary of Kahlo’s achievements and says why she is important today? 

2  says where and when she was born and gives a general idea of who she was? 

3  describes her personal life?

4  talks about her achievements? 

 3 WORD POWER   Complete the table with examples from the text.

life facts / general description early life main achievements summary of achievements

born in Mexico

a   Frida Kahlo was born in 1907 in Mexico. She became 

an internationally popular painter, famous for her vibrant 

colours and dramatic symbolism. Her paintings were 

infl uenced by the indigenous cultures of Mexico and 

European styles. 

b   Kahlo’s early life was marked by bad luck. In 1925, she 

was badly injured in a traffi  c accident and was in hospital 

for over three months. During this time, Kahlo started 

painting the fi rst of many self-portraits. Although she 

eventually recovered, Kahlo was in pain for the rest of her 

life. Four years later, in 1929, she married Diego Rivera, 

another painter. Th eirs was a stormy marriage and fi nally 

they divorced, but they got married again a few years later. 

c   Kahlo continued to paint and in 1939 her paintings were 

exhibited in Paris. Th is was the key to her later success as 

one of her paintings was bought by the Louvre. Th is was the 

fi rst time that a modern Mexican artist’s work had ever been 

bought by the world-famous Parisian museum. 

d   Kahlo’s later life was a period of pain and suff ering and 

she died in 1954 after a long illness. She was one of the most 

talented and successful women painters of the 20th century. 

Her success is an inspiration to women artists everywhere.

A biography of an artist
FRIDAKAHLO

Word stress 

a 2.16 Listen to the nouns. Which syllables are stressed?

 1  architecture    2  surrealism    3  competition 

b  Read the words. Which stress pattern do they have?

photography          politician          commitment

reading          pedestal          newspaper          assistant

exhibition          gallery          individual

c 2.17 Listen and repeat.
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Word building
do and make 

 1  Complete the phrases with do or make. 

1 ___ a decision 

2 ___ some cleaning 

3  ___ an English course 

4  ___ some money 

 2  Choose the correct alternatives. 

1 We usually use do/make to talk about creating or 
constructing something. 

2 We usually use do/make to talk about general 
activities or work. 

 3 Form collocations with do or make and the 
words in the box. 

a choice   a commitment   a part-time job   
an announcement    an impact   someone a favour   

the grade   your best

 4 Match the defi nitions to the collocations in Ex 3. 

1 choose one of several options 

2  attain results at the necessary level 

3  use all of your potential 

4  work for limited periods of a day or week 

5  act in a helpful way to another person 

6  give information 

7  promise to do something 

8  cause a great eff ect 

 5  Write sentences about you using do and make. 

Word families

 6  Complete the word families.

noun person adjective

architecture

competition

art

surrealism 

photography

 7 Complete the sentences with words from Ex 6.

1  Did you know that the ___ Norman Foster designed 
the Bilbao Metro?

2 Jim entered the London Underground photography 
___ last year.

3 Snaps is the best shop in town for cameras and ___ 
equipment.

4 ___ was a movement supported by ___ such as 
Salvador Dalí and André Breton. 

5 Jack’s so ___. He can paint, sketch and take 
wonderful photos.

 8 CONSOLIDATE   Complete the text with 
the words in the box.

paint            best            make (x2)            do
artists            galleries            competitions

M
angaka are very special (1) ___. They are the 

people who devise and illustrate Japanese 

manga comics. There are thought to be over 

3000 mangaka in Japan doing their (2) ___ 

to entertain comic fans. Many artists (3) ___ a manga 

course at art school and so they have to (4) ___ a 

commitment to their career at an early age. However, 

if they are successful, they can earn a lot of money. 

Some of the best-known manga artists only sketch 

their drawings and have assistants to (5) ___ the pictures.

Manga is big business all over the world, not just in 

Japan. You can visit exhibitions of manga comics in 

(6) ___ in Europe and the USA. There are also (7) ___ 

where young artists hope to become famous. 

Whatever the pictures show, manga should always 

(8) ___ an impact on the reader.

TASK  Choose two of the 
photos to compare and contrast.

Speaking Initiative 
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Speaking
Comparing and contrasting photos

 1 2.20 Listen and read the extract. Which photos is the 
speaker comparing?

   Both photos show people creating works of art outdoors. 

In the fi rst photo someone is painting a portrait of a passer-by, 

whereas in the second photo the artist is painting a landscape; a 

seascape in fact. While the fi rst photo was taken in a town or city 

and has lots of people in the background, the second shows the 

artist completely alone at the beach. Both photos show the artists 

using easels and painting what they can see, either people or the 

place. I think the fi rst artist is a professional, whereas the second 

one probably paints as a hobby. I’d prefer to have a picture of the 

seaside than of myself!   

 2 Match the categories to examples in the extract in Ex 1.

1  Talking about one photo 

2  Talking about two photos 

3  Making contrasts 

4  Describing location

 3 Which picture would 
you choose for your 
screen saver?

 Th ink
Decide which two photos you think are 
the most interesting.

 Plan
List the similarities and diff erences. 
What do the photos have in common? 
How are they diff erent?

When we describe photos we generally 

use the present continuous.

ANALYSE

Giving conclusions

You can fi nish your comparison 

by saying which picture you 

prefer and why.

The fi rst photo …
In the second photo … 
The photo on the right / left …
At the top / bottom …
On the left / right …
Both photos …
Neither photo …
While … whereas …
This one …, but that one doesn’t … 
In the foreground …
In the background …

PHRASE BANK

 Speak
Now compare and contrast your photos.

c
d

Intonation

a 2.21 Listen to the intonation 

in the sentences.

 1  In the fi rst photo someone is 

painting a portrait …

 2  … whereas in the second 

photo the artist is painting a 

landscape …

b 2.21 Listen again and repeat.

PRONUNCIATION

TASK  Write a biography of a 
famous artist. Write 120–150 words.

Writing Initiative 
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 4 CONNECTORS   Read the connectors in the box. Are they 
sequencing words or time expressions?

for many years          since the early 20th century          as a child   
in May 2014          in January of the same year          after that

sequencing words time expressions

 5 Find the connectors in bold in the text and add them to the table 
in Ex 4.

 6 Write sentences with the words in brackets. Make any necessary 
changes. 

1 Miguel Barceló was introduced to painting by his mother. (as a child)

2 He held his fi rst solo exhibition at a gallery in Majorca. (in 1974)

3 He enrolled at the School of Fine Arts in Barcelona. (soon after)

4 He started experimenting with diff erent materials in his works of art. 
(a few years later) 

5 He lived in Naples and prepared a series of works made with volcanic 
ash from Mount Vesuvius. (for over fi ve months) 

6 He was awarded a prestigious cultural award. (by the age of 30) 

7 He spent six months in Mali in 1988 where he was infl uenced by the 
desert landscape. (during this time)

8 He divides his time between Paris, Majorca and Mali. (since the late 1980s)

 Th ink
Choose an artist you like and research 
his / her life and achievements.

 Plan
Organize the information in chronological 
order.

  Give some background information 
about him / her.

  Describe his / her personal life.

  Talk about his / her achievements.

  Summarize his / her achievements and 
say why he / she is important today. 

Using the correct form

Th ink carefully about verb forms. 

Do you need an active or a 

passive verb?

 Write
Prepare the fi rst draft of your biography.

 Check
Use the checklist to review your biography.

 I’ve written four paragraphs. 

 I’ve used passive and active verbs.

 I’ve used time expressions and 
sequencing words.

 I’ve checked my spelling and 
punctuation. 

 Improve
Write the fi nal draft of your 
biography.

 See Developing writing skills p147
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 1 Look at the examples of English. Where would you see them?

How to … learn English outside the classroom

English outside the classroom

English is not only a classroom language. When you see 

English outside the classroom, think about what it means. 

Use the context to help you understand.

 2 Read the examples carefully. Are the statements true or false?

1  All fl ights will cost a maximum of £2.99.

2  Meals cost 15% less than the advertised price.

3  It costs a family with two children £37.80 to see a 3-D fi lm on Saturday.

4  You can’t make copies of this material.

5  Click the second button to pay for your purchases.

6  Two people can buy ten mega-burgers and pay for fi ve.

 3  Find words or phrases 
that mean …

1  restrictions or limitations.

2  not including.

3  a special day with no school 
or work.

4  without permission.

5  the place you pay in a shop.

 4 CHALLENGE   For a 
week, write down all the 
examples of English you see 
online, in newspapers and 
magazines or in adverts and 
bring them to class.

Great summer giveaway
We’re offering 10,000 fl ights

for £2.99
Don’t wait – book now!
Terms & Conditions apply.

LO-COST
travel

Summer holiday menu
£29.95 per person

A 15% service charge is added to all bills

excluding service

Th is week only at BOSTON BURGERS

(Maximum order of TWO burgers per customer)

GO TO CHECKOUT

GO TO BASKET

Adult (after 5pm Fri, Sat-Sun) £9.30
Adult (all other times)  £8.30
Child (14 & Under) (after 5pm Fri, Sat-Sun) £6.00
Child (14 & Under) (all other times) £5.80
Student/Senior (Mon, Wed-Sun) £6.40
Bargain Tuesday £5.30

Weekend prices apply to Bank Holidays
Adult – additional £2.10 for 3-D fi lms
Child/Student/Senior – an additional £1.50 for 3-D fi lms
3-D Glasses 80p per pair

a

b

c

d

e

f

BURGERS
Buy one get one free

Buy one full-size mega-burger

and get another FREE!

Vocabulary Consolidate

Text-based tasks 
consolidate new 
vocabulary items.

Communication 
skills

Speaking Initiative

Step-by-step guides to 
successful oral interaction 
and production. 

Writing Writing Initiative

Step-by-step guides to 
planning and producing 
well-written texts.

Lifelong learning skills 

Challenge 

Opportunities to put new tools 
and techniques into practice. 

Developing skills 

Strategies to develop 
listening skills and improve 
exam performance.

Pronunciation

A pronunciation task 
linked to Sounds: The 
Pronunciation App.

Vocabulary in Action 

Functional dialogues 
and monologues provide 
contextualised practice.

Pronunciation

Pronunciation tasks 
focussing on stress and 
intonation. 

Language tasks

Examine language essential 
to good writing such as 
articles and connectors. 

Model texts provide 
students with 
clear examples of a 
specific genre. 

Attractive visual tasks and quizzes. Tools and techniques to 
achieve exam success. 
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Reading

 1 Look at the job advert and Maria’s CV and 
answer the questions.

1 What kind of job is the advert for?

2 What kind of person are they looking for?

3 Do you think Maria would be able to do this 
work experience?

Listening

 2 Match the words with their definitions.

1 font a a company or institution

2 knowledge b find out about

3 organization c honest

4 research d a style of letters and numbers

5 truthful e what someone knows

TASK  Write your CV to apply for 
some work experience. 

 Go Online
Find an online CV composer to help you 
format your CV. 

 Think
Think about your skills, experience and 
personal qualities, and what you’re good at. 
Your CV will reflect this information. 

 Plan 
As well as giving your name and contact 
details, and facts about your education, 
include the following in your CV: 

  Personal statement (who you are, what 
skills you have and where you want to go 
in the future)

  Work experience (name of organization, 
dates, job title, role)

  Job-related skills (list skills/knowledge  
and an example of where you have used 
each one)

 Write 
Prepare the first draft of your CV online by 
using the CV composer of your choice. 

 Check 
Use the checklist to review your CV.

 I have included at least two examples of 
skills or knowledge related to the job.

 I have included a personal statement.

 I have checked the language, spelling 
and punctuation in my CV.

 I have shown my CV to a friend or an 
adult and I have received feedback.

 Improve

Write the final draft of your CV.

 3 00   Listen to the radio programme and answer the questions.

1 What are Rob Evans’s most important tips?

2  What type of information do you put in a CV? 

 4 00   Listen again. Are the sentences true or false? Correct  
the false sentences.

1  Check for spelling mistakes. 

2  You should include voluntary work on a CV. 

3  Employers spend a long time looking at each CV. 

4  Use different fonts on your CV. 

5  A personal statement should be a few lines. 

6  It doesn’t matter if some of the things on your CV are not true. 

7  You should only put activities you do outside school in your CV. 

8  You can only write a CV if you have worked before. 

Top tips: Ask the expert 

Young people face a tough job market. 
Here on Top tips our experts offer advice 
about training and work opportunities 
to help school leavers find a job. Today, 
it’s the turn of Rob Evans, a careers 
adviser working in East London, to talk 
about how to write a successful CV.

Writing your CV

Remember that your CV is a formal  

document, so be careful not to use  

informal language. Don’t use  

contractions, always use the full form. 

I’ve worked in an art gallery for  

five months. ✘

I have worked in an art gallery for  

five months. ✔
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Curriculum Vitae
PERSONAL INFORMATION Maria Garcia Perez

        Gran Via, 45, 08002, Barcelona

        +34 616374657

        mgarcia@email.com 

POSITION Tarvin Art Gallery work experience 

PERSONAL STATEMENT  I am an organized and responsible secondary school student 

with excellent communication skills. I am looking to do work 

experience in an art gallery to be able to use my people skills 

and further develop my knowledge of art. 

WORK EXPERIENCE  03/06/2014–present: voluntary assistant, Barcelona City Council

   The council organizes art exhibitions in the city as part of a 

yearly cultural programme. I work as a voluntary assistant at the 

weekend, setting up and clearing away the exhibition, answering 

visitors’ questions during the exhibition, and carrying out general 

administrative duties.

EDUCATION & TRAINING 15/09/2012–present: Conrad Secondary School, Barcelona

PERSONAL SKILLS

 Mother tongue(s) Spanish and Catalan

 Other language(s) English B1

 
 Communication skills •  excellent communication skills: helping visitors at local art 

exhibitions

 Organizational skills •  good organizational skills: setting up art 

exhibitions and organizing end-of-year school 

theatre production in 2012 and 2013

  •  teamwork skills: playing for local basketball 

team and working with volunteer team at art 

exhibitions 

 Job-related skills •  people skills: dealing with enquiries from 

visitors at art exhibitions

  •  attention to detail: creating a checklist for 

an exhibition, making sure all parts of an 

exhibition are set up properly, making sure 

costumes and set were ready for school theatre 

production

Including photos  
with CVs

In the UK and USA,  

most people don’t include 

a photo of themselves with 

their CV, but it’s much 

more common in European 

countries. If you decide to 

include a photo, you should 

look smart and businesslike. 

The photo is for a potential 

employer, not a social 

networking site.

Tarvin Art Gallery, located in the heart of Barcelona, 
specializes in contemporary art, sculpture and photography.

We are looking for a responsible and positive work experience 
student who would like to learn about our art gallery.  
The work experience is unpaid and is for 2 afternoons a week, 
for 3 months. This is an exciting opportunity for the right person 
interested in contemporary art. 

Interested applicants should send a CV in English to 
queraltdiaz@thetarvingallery.com    

Work experience at Tarvin Art Gallery

Vocabulary

7 Is it art?
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Art

 1 Circle the correct alternatives. Then do the quiz.

do vs make
The meanings of do and make are very  

similar. Make a list of expressions with do  

and make to remember them.

ANALYSE

1 Which artist was famous 
for his abstract/cave 
paintings?

a Francisco Goya

b Wassily Kandinsky

c Caravaggio

2 The Thinker is a 
photograph/sculpture 
by which artist? 

a  Michelangelo    

b  Rodin    

c  Dalí

3 When was the oldest 
cave painting/ 
street art created?

a  20,000 BC

b  40,000 BC

c  80,000 BC

4 Which is a graffiti/still life 
by Vincent van Gogh?

a Wallflowers

b  Sunflowers

c  Sunglasses

5 Which king did Diego 
Velázquez paint 
landscapes/portraits 
of?

a Juan Carlos I of  
Spain

b Henry VIII of  
England

c Philip IV of Spain

Art quiz

 2  Match the word halves to make art words.

 1 eas … a  sh

 2  bru … b  nt

 3  fra … c  rge

 4  pri … d ng

 5  enla … e  el

 6  ha … f  me

 3 Complete the sentences with the words in the box.

bust            gallery            model            palettes        
pedestal            portfolio            sculptor            take

1 My dream is to open a  and exhibit all the 
art I like best.

2 She loves it when people  photos of her.

3 Painters have used wooden  to mix 
colours for centuries.

4 Louis is a  . I have statues that he has 
made in my garden.

5 The famous  of Nefertiti has probably 
influenced our ideas of what a beautiful face looks like.

6 Have you ever been a  for a painting? It 
gets very boring after a few hours!

7 If you want to study at art school, you need to show a 
 of your best work.

8 There’s a statue of Henry IV on a  in the 
square.

do and make
 4 Circle the correct alternatives.

1 He likes his job, but he doesn’t do/make much money.

2  Everybody be quiet please. I want to do/make an 
announcement.

3 John’s doing/making a course in car maintenance at 
the moment.

4 Have you done/made a decision about what you’re 
going to do next year?

5 I did/made my best so I hope I passed the exam.

6 You’ll really do/make an impact with that pink dress!

 5 Complete the table with the phrases in the box. 
Then add the expressions in Ex 4.

a choice        a commitment        a part-time job    
someone a favour        the grade        your homework

do make

  
  
  
  
  

     a commitment   
  
  
  
  
  
  

 6 Complete the text with the correct form of do  
or make.

Claire’s    doing    an art course at college. She’d  
never studied art before, and she wasn’t sure she 
would (1)  the grade, but she’s doing very 
well. When they had an exhibition, she sold a painting. 
She didn’t (2)  much money, but that 
doesn’t matter because she’s (3)  a  
part-time job as well. She’s already (4)   
the decision to give up her job next year and spend 
more time painting. She doesn’t know how it will go, 
but she’s going to (5)  her best.

Word families

 7 Match the sentence halves.

 1 I want to be an architect …

 2  I don’t understand surrealist …

 3 If you love art, …

 4 The art world can be competitive …

 5 It’s hard to make money as a photographer …

a  as there are so many interesting artists.

b  art at all.

c  these days because lots of people take great photos.

d  you really should go to Rome.

e  and design world-famous buildings.

 8 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
the words in brackets.

1 My favourite  site is the Parthenon in 
Athens. (architect)

2 Over 200  took part. (competition)

3 He’s the most  person I know. (art)

4 I had a  dream last night. (surrealism)

5 My favourite art form is  . (photo)

Vocabulary in Action

 9 Circle the correct alternatives.

Welcome to the Hayforth Gallery. Let me tell you 
about what you are going to see. 

We have a fantastic collection of (1) surrealist/
architectural paintings, so we’ll spend most of our 
time looking at those. I’ll tell you all about the Max 
Ernst masterpiece, which is (2) painting/hanging in 
the Green Room. We’ll take some time to look at 
the Expressionists, and then we’ll move upstairs to 
the (3) photography/graffiti collection. The 
invention of the camera (4) did/made a huge 
impact on the world of art, and that’s something  
I’ll talk about there. 

At the end of the tour, you can buy posters  
of your favourite works in the gift shop. We can  
(5) print/frame them for you in wood or plastic. 
You can also find out about (6) doing/making  
a painting or photography course at the gallery.

Before you leave, don’t forget to look at the  
(7) pedestal/easel in the garden. Every year there  
is a new statue on it, created by a (8) competitor/
sculptor from our city. I think this year’s statue  
will really make you laugh!

Now, let’s begin our tour by looking at the…

10  28   Listen and check your answers.

11   Now talk about a gallery, museum or other 
public building you know. What can people 
see or do there?

Vocabulary Consolidation and Extension  pages 88–89

 a Think about the pronunciation of the 
words in the box. Complete the table.

are        at        far        flat        hat        heart         
laugh        mat        market        sat

/æ/
        are 
 
 
 
 

       mat
 
 
 
 

 b 29   Now listen, repeat and check.
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 1 Circle the correct alternatives.

My DVD player isn’t working/isn’t being worked. 

1  Art galleries visit/are visited by millions of people.

2  After the exhibition, everyone gave/was given their 
opinions about the sculptures.

3  My TV is repairing/is being repaired now.

4  The paintings won’t sell/won’t be sold until after the 
exhibition closes.

5  The artist hasn’t finished/hasn’t been finished it.

6  Donations should give/should be given to the 
museum receptionist.

 2 Complete the sentences with the passive form of 
the verbs in the box. Use the tenses in brackets.

build   consider   not make   not repair   remove   see

Leonardo da Vinci  is considered  by many to be the 
greatest artist of all time. (present simple)

1  A new art gallery  in the town. Let’s visit it 
when it’s finished. (present continuous)

2  These marble statues  in Italy. I think 
they’re from North Africa. (past simple)

3  The graffiti on that wall  next week. What 
a shame! (will)

4  My car  yet. I hope they’ll fix it tomorrow. 
(present perfect)

5  By the end of the exhibition, the painting  
by thousands of people. (past perfect)

 3 Complete the passive questions with the verbs in 
brackets. Then circle the correct answers.

When     was      Guernica    painted    (paint)?

a 1973    b  1937

1 Who  Bilbao Airport  (design) by?

a Santiago Calatrava b  Herzog & de Meuron

2 Where  the 2022 FIFA World Cup™ 
   (hold)?

a Russia    b  Qatar

3 What   (sell) at Sotheby’s?

a fine art and jewellery b cars and motorbikes

4 How many times  Edvard Munch’s 
painting The Scream    (steal)?

a 12     b  2

5 Which ceiling    (paint) by 
Michelangelo?

 many of Henry Moore’s sculptures 
 (exhibit) at the moment?

  Royal College of Art

 4 Write negative and affirmative sentences for the 
questions in Ex 3.

It wasn’t painted in 1973. It was painted in 1937. 

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

5 Complete the text with the correct passive form 
of the verbs in brackets.

Tate Modern is Britain’s most important museum of 
international modern art. It   is housed   (house)  
in a former power station which (1)  
(design) by Sir Giles Gilbert Scott. When the building 
(2)  (convert) into a gallery in 2000, it  
(3)  (not use) as a power station for many 
years. Many of the original features (4)  
(keep) by the architects, including the tall chimney, 
which can (5)  (see) from far away. As well 
as the permanent collection, many temporary 
exhibitions (6)  (hold) at the Tate. Since 
the gallery opened, artists such as Juan Muñoz and 
Doris Salcedo (7)  (invite) to create art 
works for the large entrance hall. At the moment, 
plans (8)  (make) to extend the gallery.

Transforming sentences

 6 Transform the sentences from passive to active. 

The Scream was stolen from an art gallery in Norway.

Thieves stole The Scream from an art gallery in 
Norway.

1 In 2006, the thieves were found guilty by a court. 

In 2006, a court  

  

2 Some ancient cave paintings have just been found  
in Spain.

They  

  

3  The British Museum is visited by millions of tourists.

Millions of tourists  

  

4 A Richard Long exhibition is being shown now.

They  

  

5 Some beautiful souvenirs and postcards can be bought 
in the museum shop.

You  
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 7 Transform the sentences from active to passive. 
Omit the agent where possible. 

Herzog & de Meuron designed Tate Modern.

Tate Modern was designed by Herzog & de 
Meuron.

1 Calatrava didn’t design Madrid Airport.

  

2 They serve lunch in the café.

  

3 You must turn off mobile phones in the exhibition.

  

4  Millions of people have seen the Chinese Terracotta 
Army statues.

  

5 They are closing this gallery for renovations.

  

10   Complete the text with the correct active or 
passive form of the verbs in brackets. 

have / get something done
 8 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 

have / get and the words in brackets.

Andy is getting his bike repaired tomorrow. (his bike 
repaired)

1 Joe says he might  during the holidays.  
(a tattoo done)

2 Chris isn’t here at the moment. He  .  
(his hair cut)

3 We usually  once a year. (our eyes tested)

4  Cathy  at the dentist’s yesterday. (a tooth 
removed)

 9 Rewrite the sentences with have / get something 
done.

Someone is installing a new satellite dish for us.

We’re having a new satellite dish installed.

1  Someone pierced Julia’s ears last week.

  

2  They haven’t made my sister’s wedding dress yet.

  

3 I can’t talk now – someone is taking my photo.

  

4  When did someone do your tattoo?

  

5 I’m going to go to the hairdresser next week.

  

Subject–verb agreement

When transforming sentences, make sure that the 

subject and the verb of the passive sentence agree.

He has taken three photographs. 
Three photographs has have been taken.

ANALYSE

11  CONSOLIDATE   Complete the dialogue 
with the correct form of the verbs in the box.

cut          do          give          perform           
take          understand          use          write

Lucy So what do you do, Ray?

Ray I’m a performance artist. I (1)   
in galleries and public places like parks. I let  
the audience do things with me. For example, 
last year I had my hair (2)  by 
people who came to a gallery. Everyone was  
(3)  the scissors for 30 seconds  
and could do what they wanted with my hair. 
Lots of photos were (4)  and we 
made an exhibition.

Lucy Wow! But I don’t (5)  it.

Ray Well, go and see it. Lots of positive things have 
been (6)  about it in the press and 
online.

Lucy OK, I will. What are you going to do next?

Ray I’m going to get tattoos (7)  on my 
legs by people in Central Park.

Lucy No! That’s dangerous!

Ray Don’t worry. The people will only (8)  
pens. They won’t be real tattoos!

Grammar Consolidation and Extension  pages 88–89

Marina Abramovic’s  
extreme art
Marina Abramovic  is considered  (consider) to be one  

of the most daring performance artists. Since her career 

began, her extreme performances (1)  

(explore) the limits of the human body and the possibilities 

of the mind. Abramovic (2)  (be born) in 

Belgrade in 1946 and she (3)  (move) to 

Amsterdam in 1976. She currently (4)  (live)  

in New York. Several times during her career, she  

(5)  (rescue) from dangerous performances by 

members of the public. Her work often (6)  

(include) fire, ice and knives. In one performance she  

(7)  (film) while eating a raw onion.

7 Communication skills
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Listening
Three dialogues

 1 30   Listen to three dialogues about 
works of art or architecture. Order the 
photos as the people talk about them.

 2 30   Listen again and tick the adjectives used to 
describe the works of art.

 weird  fun

 frightening  menacing

 amazing  beautiful

 interesting  gruesome

 scary  fascinating

 3 30   Listen again. Are the sentences true or false? 
Correct the false sentences.

1 One of the exhibitions has a special type of garden.

  

2 The spider puppet was life-size.

  

3 The speaker understood what the artist was trying to 
achieve with the spider puppet.

  

4 One exhibition is more about science than art.

  

 4 30   Listen again and answer the questions. In 
which dialogue did a speaker …

1 feel scared, but enjoy the experience too? 

2 give a very negative reaction? 

3 give a very positive reaction? 

4 like some things, but not really understand the art? 

5 feel interested, but not enjoy the experience? 

6 say they had not seen the exhibition? 

Dictation

 5 31   Listen and write the sentences.

1   

2   

3   
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Speaking
Comparing and contrasting

 1 Look at the photos and answer the questions.

 3 Read the sentences about the first two photos. 
Choose the option which best describes them.

1  a They’re both three-dimensional. 

  b  One is made of metal, but the other is made of 
wood. 

2  a  They’re different because one is brightly 
coloured and the other is dark.

  b  They are similar because they are both 
multicoloured. 

3  a Both of them are abstract sculptures.

  b  The sculpture in the first photo isn’t as big as 
the sculpture in the second photo.

 4 Complete the table with the words in the box.

black and white        bright        curved        dark 
huge        long        medium-sized        metal 

rough        round        small        smooth        square 
stone        wide        wood

Size

Shape

Texture

Colour

Material / 
Made of

 5 DEVELOPING SKILLS   Now describe and 
compare the second two sculptures. Use phrases 
in Ex 2 and words in Ex 4 to help you.

The first sculpture is  

  

The second sculpture is  

  

They’re similar because  

  

They’re different because  

  

1 

  

2 

  

 2 Read the phrases. Do they describe similarities (S) 
or differences (D)? Write S or D.

 1 They’re similar because …

 2 They’re different because …

 3 One is / has got …, but the other …

 4 Both of them are / have got …

 5 Neither of them is / has got …

 6 The first photo isn’t as … as the second photo.

 7  The photo on the left is …, but the photo on  
the right …

 8  While / Whereas one photo is …, the other is  
more …

Comparing objects

When you describe and compare objects, 

mention the similarities as well as the 

differences. This gives you more to talk about.

Vocabulary
A variety of activities and 
tasks ensure successful 
revision of all the vocabulary 
from the Student’s Book.

Workbook 1
Workbook 1 is comprehensive and clearly structured making it ideal for students to work independently. It 
contains nine complete units which review, recycle and consolidate the language presented and practised in the 
Student’s Book and it also provides additional skills practice. The worksheets in the 21st century skills section offer 
students the opportunity to acquire key transferable skills for the future. All audio can be found online in the 
Student’s Resource Centre. An Online Workbook is available for students and a digital version of the Workbook is 
available for teachers in the Teacher’s Presentation Kit. 

Grammar in context
Clear, easy-to-follow exercises 
provide students with extensive 
practice all of the grammar 
taught in Initiative. 

Communication skills
Listening

A broad range of texts and tasks 
which link thematically to the units.

Dictation

Short activities for intensive 
listening practice.

Speaking

Interaction and production tasks 
review functional language and 
prepare students for classroom 
performance.

Reading
A wide variety of 
texts on theme-
related topics and 
full practice of all 
question types.

Writing
Model texts, language tasks and 
step-by-step writing guides enable 
students to produce quality texts.

21st century skills
Innovative worksheets with 
integrated skills to provide 
key transferable skills for the 
future.

7 Reading
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A news story

 1 Read the text. Match the headings to paragraphs A–D. 

 1  Museum staff notice forgery

 2 ‘Ancient’ art created in modern home

 3  Unwanted fame

 4 ‘Egyptian statue’ was a fake

 2 Match the bold words in the text to the 
definitions.

saw or observed   spotted   

1  emptying or tidying 

2  destiny 

3  straps of leather, used to attach heavy loads to 
working animals 

4  small building normally used to store things in 

5  exposed or revealed 

6  discoveries 

7  loft 

 3 Answer the questions in your own words.

1  How long did George and Shaun Greenhalgh 
deceive the art world with their forgeries?

  

2  What is The Antiques Roadshow?

  

3  How much did Bolton Museum pay for the forged 
statue?

  

4  How old did the experts think the statue was? 

  

5  How did Shaun make the statue look old?

  

6  How were the Greenhalghs’ crimes finally 
discovered?

  

 4 Are the statements true or false? Quote 
words from the text to support your answers.

1  The men made the forgeries at a studio in London.

  

2  They sold the Amarna Princess statue to the British 
Museum.

  

3  The experts thought the statue was 3300 years old.

  

4  The men researched the historical details carefully.

  

5  The forgeries were discovered by staff at the British 
Museum.

  

6  Shaun enjoyed talking to people at the Fakes and 

Forgeries exhibition.

  

Famous  
forgers
A Not many people can sell 

their home-made artworks 

to museums for hundreds of 

thousands of pounds. However, 

George Greenhalgh and his 

son Shaun did exactly that 

for over 17 years. The trick? 

Tell people the artworks are 

ancient masterpieces. George 

used to visit the museums in 

his wheelchair, convincing the 

experts that he had found valuable antiques in his 

attic. At home, Shaun created the forgeries* in their 

garden shed. 

B Conman* George was inspired by a popular TV 

programme called The Antiques Roadshow. On the 

show, people who have found interesting things while 

clearing out their attic take their finds to be valued by 

experts. One of George’s greatest frauds involved the 

Amarna Princess statue, which was bought by Bolton 

Museum for almost half a million euros. Experts had 

said that the statue was Egyptian and 3300 years old. In 

fact, it had been made by Shaun, who had coloured it 

with tea to make it look old. 

C The Greenhalghs eventually suffered the fate of most 

art criminals – they were given away by their lack 

of attention to detail. When the staff of the British 

Museum were valuing an ‘ancient’ horse sculpture 

they had bought from the Greenhalghs, they spotted 

something strange – the horses were wearing modern, 

20th-century harnesses!

D The discovery made Shaun famous, but he couldn’t 

enjoy his fame. In 2010, some of his forgeries were 

shown at the Fakes and Forgeries exhibition in London, 

but he was in prison. 

* forgery = a false antique or piece of art that someone has made or copied

* conman = a person who cheats or deceives people in order to make money
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7 Writing

A biography

 1 Complete the biography of Salvador Dalí with 
the time expressions in the box.

by        during        for        in        in the end        now

 3 Read the biography again and answer the 
questions in your own words.

1 Who was Salvador Dalí?

  

2 What was he famous for?

  

 4 Complete the notes using the information in the 
biography.

Born in  

Studied  

Personal life  

Achievements  

  

Why he is important today  

 5 Order the sentences about Gala chronologically. 

 a  After that, the married couple moved to the USA.

1  b  Gala was born in 1894 in Kazan, Russia.

 c  In the end, she died aged 87 in the castle of Púbol.

 d  Then, when she was 35, she met Salvador Dalí.

 e   In 1912, she went to Switzerland to be treated for 
tuberculosis.

 f   Eventually, she became Dalí’s muse. They got 
married in 1934.

 6 Now choose another artist or person you know 
about and write a biography of him or her. Use 
the points in the box to help you.

TASK Write a biography

 Think

and work?

 Plan

important?

 Write
Start writing, and don’t forget to use …

then, after that, eventually …
during this time, in 1940 …

major, iconic …
was born, was influenced by …

 2 Where would you add the following extra 
sentences to the biography?

1 He was buried in the Teatro Museo in Figueres. 

  

2 One of his paintings contains images of melting clocks. 

  

3  He even created the logo for Chupa Chups®. 

  

A Salvador Dalí was born in Figueres  
(1)  1904 and became a major 
20th-century artist. Dalí studied art at the 
San Fernando Academy of Fine Arts in 
Madrid, but he was expelled twice and 
didn’t take his final exams.

B In the 1920s, he moved to Paris and  
got involved in the surrealist movement.  
(2)  this time, he was influenced 
by the theories of the psychologist Sigmund 
Freud. (3)  1929, Dalí had met his 
muse and future wife, Gala, and had also 
developed the surrealist style that would 
make him famous. His method, ‘critical 
paranoia’, allowed him to create some of  
his most iconic paintings.

C In 1940, Dalí moved to the USA, where he 
and Gala lived (4)  eight years. 
He continued to paint, but was also involved 
in film-making, fashion design and 
advertising. 

D (5)  , Dalí died on 23rd January 
1989, after he was seriously burnt in a fire 
in his castle at Púbol. (6)  , he is 
recognized as one of the 20th century’s 
most iconic artists.

Clear visual presentations 
of real-world contexts.

Clear learning outcomes.

Step-by-step preparation 
of the task leading to 
production.
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Unit 7
Surfaces to paint or draw on
a board

a hoarding

a wall

a canvas

Pieces of art equipment
a brush

a roller

a spray can

acrylic paint

house paint

Techniques that artists use
to blend

to camouflage

to highlight

to shade

Styles of artwork
abstract

blockbuster

wild style

Modifiers
a bit

incredibly

quite

really

very 

Describing a photo
The first / second photo shows …

In the first / second photo …

The one on the right / left …

In both photos, we can see …

Neither / Each photo has …

While / Whereas …

This one …, but that one doesn’t …

There is / are …

In the foreground …

In the background … 

In the centre …

At the top / bottom …

It / He / She looks like …

She / He / They might be + verb + -ing

Culture matters text
cared for 

community work 

council 

tolerant 

neighbourhood

Unit 8
Theatre
play a character 

the audience

the cast

the interval

curtain

show

stage 

backstage

stop the play

carry on (with a play)

the show must go on 

get a standing ovation 

What’s Jennifer Lawrence like offstage? 

She is friendly / polite / funny offstage

Relationships
go out together / with someone

spend time together

be jealous of someone

have a row 

have an argument

apologize to someone / each other

make up with someone (after an argument)

Giving news
Unfortunately …

You remember … 

That’s the (incredible) part. 

Afterwards …

Attracting attention
You won’t believe it. It’s ridiculous. 

Expressing surprise
No way! 

Really?

I don’t believe it!

Expressing sympathy
Oh no! That’s terrible. 

What an awful thing to happen.

Showing interest
What did you do?

What happened?

What? Why is that?

Of course. 

Culture matters text
cope 

comedian 

double act 

heckles 
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 1 Find these words in the Phrase bank.

1 four surfaces to draw or paint on

2  five pieces of art equipment

3  four techniques artists use

4  three styles of artwork

 2 Match words from the Phrase bank to the definitions.

1  Artists use oil paints to paint on this strong cloth.

2  A complicated style of graffiti which joins together letters and arrows.

3  A large panel which is used for displaying adverts outside.

4  A verb which means to mix different substances together.

5  A graffiti style which uses big square letters which often look like rocks.

 3 Which graffiti styles can you see in the photos?

 4 ANALYSE   Circle the correct alternatives.

1  I will use waterproof acrylic paint to/for paint the bathroom.

2  You should use/used a roller rather than a brush to paint that wall. It’s much faster.

3  Paint in spray cans is often used for/to creating street art.

4  Using bright colours to highlight/highlighting detail is a good technique.

5  House paint is used for shade/shading by wild style graffiti artists.

 5 STRATEGY   Rewrite the opinions with the modifiers in brackets. 

1 The old buildings in the centre of my town look ugly. (really)

2  I don’t really like abstract art. It’s difficult to understand. (a bit)

3  Miguel Barceló is a talented artist and has won many prizes. (incredibly)

4  I’d love to go to an exhibition of surrealist art. It seems interesting. (really)

5  Some graffiti can be dull, but blockbuster street art is striking. (quite / very)

 6 Do you agree with the opinions in Ex 5? Why / Why not? 

Language extension

Using  
modifiers

Make your opinions 

more interesting by using 

adverbs of degree such as 

quite, a bit and really to 

modify adjectives.

It’s a really beautiful 
picture, but it’s quite 
small and a bit dark.

7 Is it art?
abstract

acrylic paint

to blend

a board

blockbuster

a canvas

a brush

to highlight

a roller

a spray can

to camouflage

house paint

a wall

to shade 

a hoarding

wild style 

a bit

incredibly

quite

really

very

PHRASE BANK

To describe tools and 

equipment, we can say use + 

to + infinitive or use + for + 

gerund.
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a

b

The first / second photo  

shows …

In the first / second photo …

The one on the right / left …

In both photos, we can see …

Neither / Each photo has …

While / Whereas …

This one …, but that one 

doesn’t …

There is / are …

In the foreground …

In the background … 

In the centre …

At the top / bottom …

It / He / She looks like …

She / He / They might be  

+ verb + -ing

PHRASE BANK

7 Speak about it Webcam

 Let’s talk
Think of a city you know. Use a search engine to find two different photos of the city on the 
internet. Perhaps one photo is in the summer and one in the winter. Or choose one photo 
with a lot of people and another with only one person. Prepare a comparison of the two 
photos using the language in the Phrase bank.

27
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Before watching

 1 Look at the two photos. List three differences and three similarities. 

Weak forms

We usually pronounce the 

modal verb can as  

and not  in sentences. 

Look at the sentences and 

practise saying them.

We can see a woman 

holding red balloons.

We can see some tall 

buildings.

PRONUNCIATION

 2 Complete the descriptions of the two photos.  

1  The one on the  is New York, the  on the right is a city 
somewhere in  I think.

2  In  pictures, we see a city. But  the one on the right is full of 
people,  only one  in the picture of New York.

3  In the  in this picture, we  see a woman holding some 
 balloons. She’s  blue jeans and a white sweater. She 
 like she  be waiting for someone.

4   in this one, we  see any one person in particular. There 
 a lot of people in the foreground, but we can’t really see them.

5 In the  in this photo, we can  some  buildings … 
and there  also a lot of skyscrapers in the picture of Shanghai.

While watching 

 3  Watch the DVD and check your answers to Ex 1 and Ex 2.

 4  Are the sentences true or false? Correct the false sentences.

1  Carmen’s writing exam is tomorrow. 

2  Carmen has to compare two photos and speak for a few minutes. 

3  Carmen feels confident that she has lots of things to say in her exam.

4  The two rivers in New York are the Brooklyn River and the Hudson River.

5  Hugo thinks that Carmen will do well in her exam. 

a

b

7

Stokes Croft and the PRSC

Culture matters Urban art
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Stokes Croft is the name of a road and an area in Bristol. Since the 1970s, economic activity in the 
area has decreased and social problems have increased. There are a lot of derelict buildings in 
the Stokes Croft area – buildings that are not cared for and are in bad condition. 

In recent years, Stokes Croft has started to change. The People’s Republic of Stokes Croft (PRSC) 
is a community group who are playing an active role in this change. They are trying to revitalize 
the area of Stokes Croft through community work and public art. The area is now full of street 
art. From large walls to hoardings to smaller corners, you can see local artists’ work everywhere 
you look. The local government – Bristol City Council – allows the artists to paint these public 
spaces. This tolerant attitude to street art makes the Stokes Croft area of Bristol unique.

Today, the Stokes Croft area is famous for its street art and is fast becoming an important 
cultural neighbourhood. The local economy has improved and the area has become an exciting 
place to visit and live in.

FYI
Bristol is the biggest city in the south-west of 

England. The city is famous for its music scene and 

very well-known for its street art. Bristol is home to 

artists such as Paris, who has designed album covers 

for the group Coldplay.

Before watching

 1 Read the text and answer the questions.

1  Where is Stokes Croft? What is it?

2  What is unusual about Bristol City Council’s attitude  
to street art?

3  What changes have taken place in the Stokes Croft area  
in recent years?

 2 What types of street art do you expect to see in Stokes Croft? Watch the DVD to find out.

While watching 

 3 Watch the DVD. Write the name of each person under their photo. 

Mr Jago           Chris Chalkley           Jonathan 5           Onga

 4 Circle the best answers.

1 Mr Jago paints on … 

a  canvas.

b canvas and walls.

2  Chris Chalkley … Stokes Croft  
five years ago.

a moved his studio to

b bought a house in

3 Onga and Jonathan 5 … on pieces of street art.

a  work alone     b  work together

4  Onga’s favourite piece of art in Stokes Croft is a … 

a  private house.     b  derelict factory.

5  Mr Jago says that his street art is … than his studio art.

a  slower and more labour intensive     b  faster and freer

 5 Answer the questions.

1 According to Mr Jago, why is Bristol known as ‘the city for street art’?

2  Which two groups of people set up the PRSC?

3  Blockbuster style graffiti uses different art techniques. Name two of them.

4  List all the equipment Mr Jago uses to create street art and studio art.

5  What would Chris Chalkley like critics of graffiti to see? What would he say to them?

 6 Complete the sentences with the past participle form of the verbs in brackets.

1  Bristol’s  (become) the city for, say, street art.

2  It’s been  (paint) by a … graffiti writer … called Dicey.

3  It’s been  (do) by two artists, Deams and Sepr.

4  It’s made out of sort of blocks of rock, which have  (crumble) and  (crack).

5  I’ve  (paint) or  (draw) quite a few of these in the past.

6  The painting (in Stokes Croft) has completely  (revitalize) the local economy.

 7 Which verbs in Ex 6 are active and which are passive?

Language in action
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Using the present perfect

Use the present perfect to describe recent  

changes and new street art. Use the passive form 

if you don’t know who created the piece of artwork.

The painting has really improved the appearance of 
the street.
This wall has been painted by an anonymous artist.

Put it into practice 

You recently visited the Stokes Croft area of Bristol 
and are sending an email to a friend to give your 
opinion about the neighbourhood and the street art 
you saw. Take two screen shots of pieces of street 
art you liked or didn’t like and include a description 
of them in your email. Do you think the changes in 
Stokes Croft have improved the area? Why / Why not?

a

b

c

d

Language 
extension
Reviews and extends 
vocabulary from the Student’s 
Book and prepares students 
for video viewing. 

Communication Trainer with video material 
The Communication Trainer with video material accompanies the Workbook. It provides students with attractive, 
easy-to-use material for self-access work outside the classroom and can also be used in class. The main aims of the 
Communication Trainer are to consolidate and extend the vocabulary and functional language presented in the 
Student’s Book and to provide students with stimulating cultural material. A full answer key is located at the back of 
the book making it ideal material for developing learner autonomy.

The videos contain 18 video clips which have been specially written to link to the themes and topics of Initiative. 
The Speak about it webcam and vox pops clips have been carefully scripted to provide students with extra 
exposure to the functional, spoken language from the Communication skills section of the Student’s Book. The 
Culture matters documentary reports focus on different aspects of life in the UK and portray people, projects and 
cultural events from around Britain.

A fully interactive version of the Communication Trainer with integrated video is also available. 

Speak about it
Webcams with Hugo and 
Carmen and vox pop style 
interviews consolidate 
functional language and 
develop communication skills. 

Culture matters
Reading texts provide 
introduction to aspects of  
UK culture and activate 
interest prior to viewing 
documentary reports. 

Glossary
Provides an easy-to-navigate 
Phrase bank and translations 
of all key vocabulary from the 
Language extension sections and 
Culture Matters reading texts 
into Castilian and Catalan. 

Language in Action
Analyses real language used 
by real people and prepares 
students for oral practice in class.

FYI: ‘For Your 
Information’ 
Highlights useful background 
facts and figures. 
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Macmillan Dictionary Online
Macmillan Dictionary is an online dictionary and thesaurus in one and offers free 
tools and resources for teachers of English. With just one click of a button, users 
can consult definitions, synonyms, grammar information, example sentences, 
common phrases, British and American pronunciations and much more.

Student’s Website
The Student’s Website provides learners with a range of activities to practise the 
language presented in the Student’s Book. The website also offers varied skills 
practice and develops communication skills through functional contexts for 
speaking practice and activities where learners can record their own voice.

www.macmillanbachillerato.es

Sounds: The Pronunciation App 
Available for Apple iOS and Android-based devices, Sounds: The Pronunciation App 
means students can study, practise and play with pronunciation wherever they are. The 
app contains Interactive Phonemic Chart, Wordlists and Practice plus Quizzes.

www.soundspronapp.com

DICTIONARY

Initiative digital
material is compatible 
with multiple devices

nitiative

nitiative

nitiative

Digital Resource Centre 
 The Digital Resource Centre provides digital solutions in one place which suit 
the technology available in all teaching environments.

Teachers can download the Teacher’s Presentation Kit.  

 Students can access the Digital Student’s Book, Online Workbook, online 
Communication Trainer and videos plus audio files for the Workbook. 

Teacher’s Digital Resources
The Digital Resource Centre gives access to: 

 The Teacher’s Presentation Kit. The Student’s Book and Workbook 
in the Teacher’s Presentation Kit include activities with one-by-one or 
‘show all’ answers, integrated audio links and a full range of IWB tools.

 The Teacher’s Resources including editable 
worksheets, tests and exams and audio files.

 The Workbook audio in downloadable files.

 The online Communication Trainer with 
integrated video material.

Student’s Digital Resources
There is an access code in the Student’s Book to:

 The online Communication Trainer with integrated video material.

 The Workbook audio in downloadable files.

Students working in a digital-only environment can access the Digital 
Student’s Book and the Online Workbook.
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 1 WORD POWER   Match the phrases 
to the defi nitions.

1  an army unit a  become unemotional

2  a head shot b  an exhibition of photos

3  desensitized c  a portrait photo

4  slideshow  d  understanding of something

5  insight  e  a group of soldiers

 2 Scan the text and fi nd … 

1  the title of a newspaper. 

2  a date.

3  the name of a famous photographer.

4  the name of an exhibition.

5  the name of the exhibition’s organizer.

 3 DEVELOPING SKILLS   Read the box 
and do the task.

5  Answer the questions in your own words.

1  Why did Damon Winter use his mobile phone in 
Afghanistan?

2  Why is the quality of mobile phone photos not very 
important?

3  Why did Alex Sturrock organize No Comfort?

4  How did Preston Rolls help to create No Comfort? 

5  What makes the photos of Zimbabwe so special?

 6 WORD POWER   Match the words 
to the defi nitions.

1  appearing a  the most common

2  mainstream b  television, newspapers and the internet

3  media c  beginning to be seen

4  gallery d  things or information

5  stuff  e  a place that shows art

 Let’s talk
 7 Do you ever go to exhibitions? 

7 Reading

Understanding reference 

When reading, it is important to 

know what pronouns like it, they, 

her and demonstratives like this and 

that refer to.

Find the pronouns in the text. What do they 
refer to?

Find a false friend in 

paragraph B that means to keep 
information about something.

ANALYSE

a  they (line 2)

b  they (line 3)

c  their (line 6)

d  these (line 12)

e  their (line 17)

 4 Are the sentences true or 
false? Quote words from 
the text to support your 
answers.

1  Th e photos in Th e New York 

Times were taken with a 
mobile phone.

2  Damon Winter’s photos won 
him a prize. 

3  Most photos taken on 
mobiles are pictures of places.

4  No Comfort was an exhibition 
held in Zimbabwe.

5  Th e photos from Kabul and 
Gaza contain very negative 
images. 

2.13
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a   When readers of Th e New York Times looked at the newspaper on 22 November 

2010, they were presented with some amazing photos of the war in Afghanistan. 

What made the photos particularly interesting is that they had been taken with a 

smartphone rather than a traditional camera. 

b   Photographer Damon Winter, who was named Photographer of the Year in the USA, spent 

a few days with an American army unit in northern Afghanistan. He wanted to record their 

everyday lives. He decided to use his mobile phone rather than his usual camera because he 

thought the soldiers seemed more comfortable with the phone. He pointed out that they often 

use their phones to photograph each other and so they were more relaxed. Th is made the photos 

more memorable because they weren’t posed.

c   Of course, the vast majority of photos taken using mobiles are not taken by professional 

photographers, but by ordinary people. Although these images may be poor quality and are 

often just head shots sent from one friend to another, more and more of these photos are now 

appearing in exhibitions because they provide an interesting record of everyday life.

d   A recent exhibition in London provides a good example. Th e event was called No Comfort 

and people in diff erent countries were asked by the show’s organizer, Alex Sturrock, to send in 

images of their daily lives taken on mobile phones. Sturrock wanted people in London to see 

what life is like for people living in countries like Zimbabwe or Haiti. He felt that people had 

become desensitized by images in the mainstream media, but hoped that the more personal 

mobile phone photos would provide a more dramatic 

picture.

e   Getting the photos was hard work. Sturrock emailed 

lots of people before he got a positive response from 

Preston Rolls, a photographer in Zimbabwe. Rolls told 

children about the exhibition and they were very excited. 

Suddenly Sturrock started receiving photos which he 

uploaded onto a computer in an art gallery in London. Th e 

photos were made into a slideshow which was projected 

onto the gallery’s wall. Every time a new photo arrived it 

was automatically added to the slideshow.

f   Sturrock also received a series of photos from Kabul, 

Toronto and Gaza. As he says, ‘Th ey’re images from places 

we see so much negative stuff  written about, yet they are 

really warm stories. Th e images from Zimbabwe are really 

intimate, they’re shot by the kids and young people of the 

area. You can’t take pictures like that unless you are part of 

a community, I think it’s a rare insight.’

5
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Mobile Art

2.14 Find these words in the 

text. How do you say them?

1 

2  

3 

4 

5 /
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nitiative
Teacher’s Resources

Language

Grammar practice at two levels

Vocabulary practice at two levels

24 Curricular worksheets

Skills

Improving reading skills

Improving writing skills

Improving listening skills

Evaluation

Grammar & Vocabulary tests at two levels
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Not for sale separately

CD1  
Units 1–5

Contents

Unit 1 WORK & PLAY T4a

Unit 2 STORIES T16a

Unit 3 SPORT FOR ALL T28a

Unit 4 MUSIC T40a

Unit 5 PLACES T52a

Unit 6 SCIENCE T64a

Unit 7 IS IT ART? T76a

Unit 8 RELATIONSHIPS T88a

Unit 9 GENDER T100a

Introduction iv

Student’s Book contents xiv

Reference section

Assess yourself and answer key T113

Developing exam skills and answer key T122

Appendices T131

Student’s Book audioscripts T160

Teacher’s Book 1
Teacher’s Book 1 contains everything you need 
to work in class with Initiative successfully and 
much more.

Each unit contains a clear overview of the 
contents and objectives with full teaching notes, 
answer keys and audioscripts. There are extra 
activities to extend learning, anticipate error, 
provide cultural background about the people, 
places and events which feature in the material, 
and to help deal with classroom diversity. The 
Teacher’s Book also includes all Student’s Book 
reference material.

Teacher’s Resources 1
A wealth of photocopiable worksheets and resources to recycle 
and practise language, develop skills, link to other subjects such 
as Science, Humanities and Social science and Arts, assess, test 
and evaluate your students. 

See page xiii for more information about Teacher’s Resources.

Class Audio CDs
All the audio recordings from the Student’s Book are 
included on two Audio CDs.

The Exam Generator
The Exam Generator contains a wide range of exam question 
formats which enables you to create tailor-made practice exams 
for your students. A
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LESSON AIMS

Students learn and practise vocabulary related to works of art and listen to four  
short monologues about art.

LEAD-IN
Set a time limit of five minutes. Students write the 
letters of the alphabet down a page then write a genre of 
art or the name of an artist corresponding to each letter, 
eg abstract, Botticelli, Caravaggio, Dadaism, etc. Elicit 
students’ answers to share with the class.

 Language note
Students often use do and make incorrectly and this is 
usually because both verbs translate as just one verb in 
their own language. The general rule of do ‘to talk about 
general activities or work’, and make ‘to talk about creating 
or constructing something’ holds true in many cases but 
there are a large number of fixed expressions with make 
and do which do not conform to these rules particularly 
neatly, eg do the cooking, make the bed, etc. These have to be 
remembered on a case-by-case basis.

 TRANSFER ERRORS
Students do not generally have problems with the formation 
of the passive, but may not use it as frequently as necessary. 
It is quite common to see even higher-level students use 
an active form in contexts where a passive is required, 
or substitute a reflexive form in place of the gerund by 
translating directly from their own language. Students 
also frequently get confused about the subject resulting in 
sentences like, The album it was recorded in 1969. ( ) or It was 

taken the photograph outside the studio. ( ) 

 FAST FINISHERS
Students answer the questions in Ex 4 in the passive 
with their own ideas, eg Last year’s exhibition was held 

in the MOMA in New York., etc.

Optional extension
Students look for words in the text that are similar to 
words in their language and find out if they are cognates 
or false friends, using a dictionary if necessary.

 Homework: 

Students write a paragraph about their opinion of the 
statement in Think & Discuss.

 Extend cultural knowledge
American painter Jackson Pollock was a leading member 
of the abstract expressionist movement and famous 
for his drip technique with paint which this painting, 
No. 6, illustrates perfectly. His painting No. 5, was sold 
in November 2006 for $140 million making it the most 
expensive picture ever sold at the time. 

Teacher’s Book 1
Teacher’s Book 1 contains a variety of different features and tasks to help teachers make the best 
use of the Initiative materials.

Each unit of the Teacher’s Book begins with an 
extensive double-page Overview of the unit. The 
Overview covers the following categories: Unit 
objectives, Linguistic content, Language skills, 
Lifelong learning skills, Assessment and evaluation, 
Classroom diversity and Digital material.

Clear Lesson Aims are included at the start of each 
lesson. These provide a useful summary of the new 
language that will be presented in class and tasks 
that students will perform.

Optional Lead-in tasks are short and practical and 
intended to prepare students for the lesson.

Language notes provide extra information 
about pronunciation, vocabulary or grammar 
for teachers. They may include a definition or 
the phonetic script of a difficult word or phrase, 
provide a more detailed grammar explanation or 
explain idiomatic use of English.

Transfer error boxes highlight grammatical 
and lexical errors resulting from L1 interference. 
These include errors such as confusion with 
verbs like make and do, pronunciation problems, 
prepositions, incorrect use of the passive and 
article use.

The Extend cultural knowledge feature provides 
background cultural notes for teachers. The boxes 
aim to give teachers useful information to answer 
questions that students might have about the 
people, places or events mentioned in the Student’s 

Book. Weblinks may also be included here.

      
The Fast finishers boxes provide extra tasks for 
students who finish the classroom activities before 
their classmates. As such, this feature helps with 
classroom diversity. 

Optional extension tasks extend students’ 
knowledge of what they are currently studying in 
the classroom.

The Homework features contain links to 
Workbook tasks and provide alternative ideas for 
homework based on the Student’s Book material.
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Teacher’s Resources 1
With 256 pages of photocopiable material, complete answer keys and audioscripts, Teacher’s Resources 1 provides 
all the worksheets, tests and exams you need to ensure your students review the new language from Initiative 1 for 
assessment and testing purposes. In addition, worksheets, tests and exams are all included in the Teacher’s Resource 
Centre in editable Word format, so you can tailor them to your needs. 

Grammar and Vocabulary practice
Grammar and Vocabulary are reviewed and consolidated in a 
series of worksheets which have been written at two different 
levels of difficulty: Standard and Plus. Both levels provide a full 
review of the Student’s Book language; however, the Standard 
worksheets are based around simple activities and exercises, 
whereas the Plus worksheets are more challenging. This allows 
you to provide your students with materials appropriate to 
their level and needs. 
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 4 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
verbs in brackets.

1 DVDs  (can / rent) at our local 
shop.

2 All the doors  (must / lock) every 
evening before you go home.

3 Compositions  (should / hand in) 
by three o’clock yesterday.

4 Peter always  (have to / tell) what 
to do.

5 Th is piece of art  (might / paint) 
by Picasso himself.

6 Th e fl oor  (need / clean) before 
your mum gets home.

 5 Correct the errors in the sentences.

1 An exhibition will held in August.

2 Our local supermarket has being closed all day.

3 Th e centre is be designed at the moment.

4 John should have promoted by now.

 6 Order the words to make sentences.

1 have / cleaned / coat / I / had / my / .

2 your / cut / get / you / hair / did / Where / ?

3 having / tested / I’m / my eyes / tomorrow / .

4 going to / Jack / done / a / tattoo / is / get / .

 7 Translate the sentences into your own language.

1 A new drama series is being shown on TV tonight.

2 Works of art can be seen all over the city.

3 Th e party should have been organized better.

4 Peter had his hair cut yesterday.

 1 Circle the correct alternatives.

1 My watch made/was made in the United States.

2 Lots of books publish/are published every day.

3 Our local cinema is showing/is being shown old fi lms this 
week.

4 Amy has received/has been received a nice letter from her 
grandmother.

5 Credit cards will accept/will be accepted here.

6 Th e window must have left /must have been left open all 
night.

 2 Rewrite the sentences in the correct passive form using 
the words in brackets.

1 Great shoes are sold in my shop. (last summer)

2 Astronomy is taught at my school. (next term)

3 Th e post offi  ce is closed. (last week)

4 Th e match isn’t cancelled. (yesterday)

5 Th e fi lm festival isn’t held. (next summer)

 3 Rewrite the sentences in the passive form.

1 Japanese companies produce a lot of electronic goods every 
year.

2 Scientists have discovered a new fl u vaccine.

3 We are going to perform a play next month.

4 Th e children will bring food and drink.

5 World-class athletes have broken a lot of records at this year’s 
World Championships.

6 Some of Europe’s top models wore his designs.

7 Joe realized that the fall had broken his leg.
Joe realized that 

8 Th e TV company is repeating the show tonight.

Grammar practice – standard7

nitiative 1
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Improving reading skills7

 4 Are the statements true or false? Quote words from the 
text to support your answers.

1 Tate Modern is the largest of the Tate galleries.

2 Tate Modern is the only Tate gallery in London.

3 Th e building that houses Tate Modern was specially built for 
the purpose.

4 Both Tate Modern and Tate Britain display works by British 
artists.

5 Many of the paintings in Tate Britain are older than those in 
Tate Modern.

6 Th e gallery’s permanent collection is the only thing housed in 
the turbine hall.

 1 Skim the fi rst paragraph of the text and fi nd the 
pronouns. What do they refer to in the text?

1 which (line 2) 

2 it (line 5) 

3 which (line 6) 

4 its (line 8) 

 2 Find words in the text that mean …

1 very large. , , 

2 not looked after properly. 

3 changed (from one thing to another). 

4 unusual and noticeable. 

5 diffi  cult (to do). 

 3 Answer the questions in your own words.

1 What sort of art is exhibited at Tate Modern?

2 Why is it diffi  cult for artists to produce art for the turbine 
hall?

Tate Modern
A Tate Modern is one of a family of four diff erent art 

galleries which have been designed to house Britain’s 

collections of modern art. Unlike the two regional Tate 

art galleries which can be found in Liverpool and on the 

south coast, Tate Modern is truly vast. It is built inside 

a disused power station which had been left neglected 

and in disrepair for years before it was converted into 

its present use in the year 2000.

B Whereas its smaller sister gallery, Tate Britain, which 

is also located in London, concentrates on displaying 

British art, Tate Modern holds the country’s collection 

of international art. It houses great works by modern 

masters such as Picasso and Matisse, as well as British 

artists, but only when their work is relevant within an 

international context. Another signifi cant diff erence 

between Tate Modern and its London counterpart is 

that Tate Modern is not permitted to show works of art 

which date from before the start of the 20th century.

C Since it opened, Tate Modern has become a popular 

and iconic building, and over 20 million people have 

been to visit its permanent collection and its award-

winning special exhibitions. Its most striking feature is 

the enormous turbine hall which visitors fi rst enter once 

they’ve gone through security. It’s so huge that being 

commissioned to put on an exhibition within its space 

is considered one of the most demanding of tasks for 

any artist, partly because so many people will see and 

comment on whatever installation is placed in the hall, 

but largely because it’s so diffi  cult for an artist to think 

on the scale that the hall demands.

Developing skills
Make sure you understand what pronouns like 

this, that, he, they, who, etc refer to in the text.
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Name ______________________________________________ Score ___ /100

 1 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
verbs in brackets.

1 Th e new art gallery  (open) last 
weekend by the mayor.

2 Th is sculpture  (make) of marble.

3 Tomorrow evening, an interesting programme about modern 
art  (show) on TV at eight.

4 Th is morning I realized that some letters  

 (deliver) to the wrong address yesterday.

5 Th e sofa  (not repair) yet.

3 marks for each correct answer Score ___/15

 2 Write sentences using the prompts.

1 Th e house / build / at the moment.

2 Where / competition / hold / next year?

3 Two cakes / bake / so far.

4 In which countries / coff ee / produce?

5 Th e letter / not send / yet.

4 marks for each correct answer Score ___/20

 3 Rewrite the sentences using the passive form. Include 
the agents only if necessary.

1 Someone may invite the wedding guests.

Th e wedding guests 

2 One of the students must have left the bag there.

Th e bag 

3 You can fi nd all the information on the internet.

All the information 

4 Th e manager should have fi red William.

William 

5 Th ey won’t have recorded the programme yet.

Th e programme 

4 marks for each correct answer Score ___/20

 4 Complete the text with have / get something done. Use 
the words in brackets.

We are making a lot of changes to our new house. Last 
Tuesday, we (1)  (living room 
/ paint) by a professional decorator. On Wednesday, 
we (2)  (a carpet / deliver) 
and we (3)  (the curtains / 
clean). Today, we (4)  (the 
garden / redesign) by an expert and by next week we 
(5)  (the fence / fi x).

3 marks for each correct answer Score ___/15

 5 Write words for the defi nitions.

1 a tool used for applying paint (noun) 

2 a collection of examples of personal art work (noun) 

3 make bigger (verb) 

4 a board on which artists mix their paints (noun) 

5 a building that displays works of art (noun) 

1 mark for each correct answer Score ___/5

 6 Write verbs to make collocations.

1  money

2  a course

3  a decision

4  a part-time job

5  some cleaning

1 mark for each correct answer Score ___/5

 7 Complete the sentences with the correct words.

1 My sister is an . She designs buildings.

2 Jodie’s photo won fi rst prize in the .

3 He’s very . He can paint and draw very well.

4 Th is  is an animal lover. He takes most of his 
pictures on safari in Africa.

5  is a 20th century art movement. Salvador Dalí 
was one of its most famous members.

4 marks for each correct answer Score ___/20

Grammar & Vocabulary test – standard7
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Name ______________________________________________ Score ___ /10

Listening test

 3 33  Listen to the radio interview and choose the best 
answers.

1 Melanie thinks that being a photographer is easier nowadays 
because …

 a there are more opportunities to show your work on the 
 internet.

 b it is possible to use a computer to produce your own 
 photos.

 c access to darkrooms is not limited in the way it used to be.

 d the quality of cameras is much better today than it once 
 was.

2 Melanie is inspired by …

 a the number of young people trying to get into 
 photography.

 b seeing much of her work shown on various internet sites.

 c talking to other photographers about their work.

 d being able to look at other people’s photographic work 
 online.

3 According to Melanie, young people who want to get into 
photography have …

 a a lot of drawbacks.

 b more competition than they used to.

 c better role models than in the past.

 d to study much more.

4 Melanie says that her style of photography is …

 a realistic.

 b representational.

 c imaginative.

 d worldly.

5 In her exhibition, Melanie is showing photos of …

 a objects that seem magical.

 b people who don’t look real.

 c dreams that she has had.

 d people with special powers.

6 Melanie is inspired by Tom Roberts because he …

 a has the common touch.

 b has taught her a lot about technique.

 c thinks in a similar way to her.

 d advises her about her work.

7 Susie Fry’s photography is …

 a not as well known as Tom Roberts’.

 b similar in some ways to Tom Roberts’.

 c as inspiring as that of Lee Cotton.

 d often shown on the internet.

8 Currently Melanie is …

 a working as a fashion photographer.

 b applying for work at fashion magazines.

 c showing her work in exhibitions.

 d making lots of money from her work.

1¼ marks for each correct answer Score ___/10

 1 32  Read and listen to the words from the listening text. Make sure you know what they mean.

photography the process of using a camera to record scenes or events

darkroom a room with very little light in it, used for developing photos from fi lm using chemicals

exhibition a public show where art is put so that people can go and look at it

techniques methods of doing something using a special skill that you have developed

inspire give someone the enthusiasm to do or create something

portfolio a collection of pictures, photographs or documents that you use as examples of work you have done

 2 Read the opening paragraph of a radio interview. What do you think the interview is going to be about?

Presenter Welcome to Hot Seat, the weekly phone-in where you get the chance to interview young people 
with a story to tell. Today’s guest is Melanie Rowlands, a talented 17-year-old photographer whose work has 
been published in magazines all over the world. In her short, but glittering career so far, Melanie has been 
awarded many photography prizes, including Young Photographer of the Year. And today she’s here to talk 
about how she got started and what her plans are for the future.

7
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Curricular worksheets – Science

 2 Match words 1–5 in the text to definitions a–e.

 a screens

 b disk with numbered finger-holes that you use to call 
 a number

 c broadcast of electromagnetic waves from one location 
 to another

 d tiny piece of silicon with electronic connections

 e without cables

 3 Find words in the text that mean the same as …

1 a mechanical gadget. 

2 a long and thin conductor, often made from wire, that sends 
out or receives electromagnetic signals. 

3 the area within the range of a telephone network. 

4 a surface on a device that registers the touch of a finger as 
input. 

5 technology on such a small scale that it is invisible to the 
human eye. 

 1 Choose the best answers according to the text.

1 Mobile phones …

 a work using radio cables.

 b can help you find your way round a city.

 c today have small screens for watching films.

 d have been around since the early 20th century.

2 The first mobile phones …

 a had big buttons.

 b only worked in the countryside.

 c did not have buttons.

 d only worked if you lived next to a base station.

3 Some modern mobile phones …

 a are powered by nanotechnology.

 b eliminate the need for bank accounts.

 c use a similar technology to dishwashers.

 d can be used instead of cash in a shop.

The future is mobile
A Ten years ago the mobile phone was just a device for 

making calls and sending text messages. Nowadays, it  

is a camera, MP3 player, alarm clock, games console  

and, in some cases, even a DVD player or GPS navigator; 

and most of us wouldn’t dream of leaving the house 

without it.

B Mobiles work by combining the technology of ordinary 

phones with the 
1
wireless technology of radios. When 

someone talks into the phone their voice, or data from 

an SMS, is converted into radio waves which are sent to 

a nearby 
2
transmission tower, called a base station. The 

call is then sent through the telephone network until it 

reaches a base station near the call recipient. From there, 

radio waves are emitted and these are detected by the 

receiving telephone and converted back into speech or 

data. The first mobile phone systems were developed on 

this basis by Ericsson in the 1950s. These early models 

were not very popular as they were costly and enormous, 

weighing around 40kg. A smaller version, weighing 3kg, 

was developed soon after – it included an antenna to 

improve transmission and a 
3
rotary dial, much like a 

traditional phone. The problem was that there were few 

base stations in most cities, so these phones were not 

truly mobile because users had to stay within a limited 

area or their call would cut out.

C These days, phone coverage is not a problem as most 

countries have numerous base stations. Many modern 

handsets have touch screens, which eliminate the need 

for buttons, and large 
4
displays for watching films and 

playing games. Mobiles are even replacing credit cards 

in Japan, thanks to a technology known as Near Field 

Communication (NFC). A NFC 
5
chip in the handset 

allows you to place your phone near a sensor in a shop 

which then sends the details to your bank and debits 

your account. Some top-of-the-range kitchen appliances, 

such as dishwashers, can also be switched on using your 

mobile when you are not at home.

D As for the future of mobile phones, the sky is the 

limit. A new prototype from Nokia, the Morph, uses 

nanotechnology to cover the phone’s surface with 

millions of tiny solar fibres which power it using the 

sun’s energy. The transparent handset will be completely 

flexible, meaning you can bend it to wear it as a watch if 

you go running, or unfold it to make a computer screen 

and keyboard if you need to do your homework.

E So, if leaving your mobile at home seems stressful now, 

this may be unthinkable in the future. Don’t rush out to 

buy the Morph yet though, as it won’t be on the market 

for at least seven years.
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Curricular worksheets – Humanities and Social science

 3 Match words 1–5 in the text to definitions a–e.

 a subsistence lifestyle based on hunting animals and 
 gathering edible plants

 b not moving to different areas

 c went from one country to another

 d when a population is forced to move to another place

 e lived in

 4 Find words in the text that mean the same as …

1 scientists who study human fossils. 

2 native. 

3 colonized an area and made a life there. 

4 moving from place to place rather than staying in one place. 

5 small communities, often in remote areas. 

 1 Answer the questions in your own words.

1 What is the Genographic Project?

2 Why did humans continue to travel after they had left Africa?

 2 Are the statements true or false? Quote words from the 
text to support your answers.

1 The Genographic Project reveals that our history is very 
different from what we previously believed.

2 Humans managed to reach Australia using simple boats.

3 There were humans on every continent 20,000 years ago.

4 The Genographic Project is about similarities shared by 
people everywhere.

The human race – ancient migrations
A Fossils found by paleoanthropologists suggest 

humankind probably originated in Africa, but there 

have always been doubts surrounding these theories. 

However, an exciting project is helping prove that we 

can all trace our history back to a small east African 

population, and is giving clues as to why humans have 
1
migrated throughout ancient history.

B The Genographic Project is an initiative by National 

Geographic that traces human migration through the 

analysis of DNA characteristics. The five-year project, 

which finishes in 2010, aims to collect DNA using 

blood samples from 100,000 people around the world. 

Members of the public and indigenous tribes are invited 

to donate their samples, which will be used together with 

geological and anthropological data to map the history of 

human migration, and provide individuals with a means 

to finding out more about their roots.

C The findings of the study are proving interesting. It 

seems that a group of humans left Africa around 50,000 

years ago, 150,000 years after the first humans, or Homo 

sapiens, evolved. Why they left is unclear, but a long, dry 

period in Africa caused by an Ice Age in the northern 

part of the globe and volcanic eruptions in Asia could be 

the key. At that stage the population probably dropped 

to around 2000 individuals, and humankind was on 

the brink of extinction. The first humans to leave Africa 

fleeing these conditions settled in Eurasia, and within 

a couple of thousand years some of them had walked 

across the land bridge that then separated south Asia 

and Australia. Soon after, humans 
2
inhabited the Middle 

East, and around 15,000 years later, Europe. The most 

recent regions to be colonized were the Americas, around 

15,000 years ago.

D Why we continued to migrate after leaving Africa is 

uncertain, but we know that what allowed us to do 

so may have been the ‘great leap forward’, when we 

developed a more modern spoken language and the 

ability to make more refined tools around 50,000–70,000 

years ago. Once we had colonized most of the planet, 

between 5000 and 10,000 years ago, after the last Ice 

Age, humans swapped their nomadic, 
3
hunter-gatherer 

lifestyles for the 
4
sedentary agricultural communities 

which form the basis of today’s rural and urban 

settlements.

E Perhaps the most crucial conclusion of the Genographic 

Project is that we are all a lot more closely related to 

each other than we thought, which should encourage 

us to try to understand one another rather than fighting 

wars. It also gives an alternative perspective on the 

immigration issues we face today, reminding us that, 

at one point or another, we have all been immigrants. 

Finally, it reveals that climate change has a key role in 

population 
5
displacement, warning us that we can’t 

ignore phenomena like global warming.
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Curricular worksheets – Arts

 2 Match words 1–5 in the text to definitions a–e.

 a relating to beauty

 b same in value, amount or size

 c relationship between two things in size and shape

 d width of something

 e when something has two identical halves

 3 Find words in the text that mean the same as …

1 a relationship between the size of two numbers or amounts. 

2 the way something is made so that it works or looks a certain 
way. 

3 a set of lines, shapes or colours that are repeated regularly. 

4 someone who designs things like buildings and bridges. 

5 the distance from the bottom to the top of an object. 

 1 Choose the best answers according to the text.

1 The golden ratio …

 a is the only magic number.

 b can’t be found in the natural world.

 c has been used in the design of many buildings.

 d was discovered in Greece.

2 The pattern in a pentagram is special because …

 a all the parts are equal.

 b it contains ten parts.

 c the ratio between the parts is never the same.

 d there is a common ratio between the parts.

3 The Vitruvian Man …

 a shows a portrait of Vitruvius.

 b is based on the golden ratio.

 c is believed to show the ideal human proportions.

 d is repeatedly used in geometry and algebra.

Magic numbers
A Magic numbers have fascinated people for centuries. 

There are two very popular magic numbers, the first 

being the golden ratio (1.61803399). A famous example of 

this number in use is the Parthenon in Athens, as almost 

all the proportions of the different parts of the building 

conform to this ratio. Many other buildings around the 

world also appear to be based on this magic number. 

For example, the pyramids in Egypt or even the United 

Nations building in New York seem to have used the 

golden ratio in their design.

B But the golden ratio isn’t just connected to architecture. 

Look at a pentagram (a five-pointed star), a butterfly or 

a flower, and you will probably notice something very 

special. All of them, although very different, have one 

thing in common, there appears to be a 
1
symmetry – a 

balance between the different parts. For example, a 

pentagram contains ten isosceles triangles (a triangle 

where two of the sides are the same length). In all these 

triangles the ratio between the longer side to the shorter 

side is the same – there is a fixed pattern.

C There is also a second magic number that is very 

popular. This is connected to a Roman engineer called 

Vitruvius. He admired Greek architecture and wrote  

De architectura, a book that has influenced people for 

more than 15 centuries. His magic number refers to the 

human body and in particular the ratio between the 
2
span of the arms, from one fingertip to the other, and the 

height of the human body.

D This magic number has been incredibly important over 

the years. For example, the artist Leonardo da Vinci was 

extremely fascinated by mathematics. Many people say 

that he used the golden ratio in lots of his paintings, 

including the Mona Lisa. But the fact is that he seems to 

have been influenced far more by the ideas of Vitruvius, 

and one of da Vinci’s most famous works is called 

Vitruvian Man. In this drawing, the span of the man’s 

arms is 
3
equal to his height. In other words, the ratio 

of the Vitruvian Man’s arm span to his height equals 

one. These are said to be the perfect 
4
proportions for a 

person. So, is the span of your arms equal to your height?

E Both these magic numbers are believed to be special 

as they can be found in nature and are 5aesthetically 

pleasing, or nice to look at. Of course, in maths these 

numbers are important as they come up again and again 

and are found in many calculations, both in geometry 

and algebra.
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 4 Complete the sentences with the correct form of do or 
make.

1 I have to  some cleaning before my parents get 
home. It’s a mess in here.

2 Could you  me a favour? I’ve left my phone at 
your house. Can you bring it with you?

3 What course should we take? We must  a 
decision today.

4 Th e headteacher will  an announcement about 
school uniforms today.

5 Every year Sally  a part-time job at a seaside café 
to earn some money for her summer holiday.

6 At the moment, Joanna  a course in computer 
science at her local college.

7 Becoming a Marine is really diffi  cult. It’s very hard to 
 the grade.

8 When she told Joe he was lazy, it really  an 
impact on him. He immediately started working harder and 
his grades got better.

9 We didn’t really  any money from the exhibition, 
but we had a great time.

10 It doesn’t matter whether you win or lose, but you should 
always  your best.

11 Jenny fi nds it diffi  cult to  a commitment to her 
job. She still wants to travel and do other things.

12 Have you  a visit to the gallery yet?

 5 Read the sentences. Th en write phrases from Ex 4 that 
mean the same.

1 Try your hardest! 

2 I hope you’re successful. 

3 It’s had a big eff ect on me. 

4 Can you help me? 

 6 Circle the correct alternatives.

1 Th ere is a photographer/photography exhibition at the new 
art gallery.

2 She has entered her latest sculpture in a national art 
competitor/competition.

3 Surrealism/Surrealist originated in the 1920s and was 
prominent in painting, literature and the cinema.

4 One of the great fi gures of modernist architect/architecture 
was Antoni Gaudí.

5 Th e Uffi  zi Gallery in Florence is full of great works of art/
artist.

 1 Match the words to the defi nitions.

 1 canvas

 2 street art

 3 portrait

 4 still life

 5 landscape

 6 sculpture

 7 photo

a a work of art that is a solid object

b art that represents objects, not living things

c a picture of a country scene

d a picture made with a camera

e material that is good for painting on

f it is found in public places, like graffi  ti

g a picture of a person’s face

 2 Complete the sentences with the words in the box.

enlarge    frame    print    take    hang    save

1 It’s a beautiful painting – I think you should  it 
and  it on the wall.

2 You should  the fi le to your hard drive if you 
don’t want to lose it.

3 Th e castle looks really small in this photo, so I’ll have to 
 it.

4 How many photos did you  when you went on 
holiday?

5 My gran hasn’t got a computer so I usually  some 
of my photos and send them to her by post.

 3 Circle the correct alternatives.

1 Which sculptor/sculpture do you prefer, Rodin or Brâncuși?

2 Th e Louvre in Paris is probably the world’s most famous art 
gallery/museum.

3 In the centre of the studio was a large portfolio/easel 
holding a portrait of a young woman.

4 Th e bust/model of the Egyptian queen Nefertiti in the Neues 
Museum in Berlin is 3300 years old.

5 After 1860, impressionist Claude Monet worked from a 
brush/palette limited to pure light colours.

6 Instead of careful brush strokes, Jackson Pollock dripped, 
poured, and splattered painting/paint on to his canvases.

Vocabulary practice – standard7
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 6 Find the two pieces of unnecessary information in 
the biography in Ex 3 and cross them out. Th en select 
the two pieces of useful information from the list and 
decide where to put them in the biography.

1 Most famously, in 1980, she took photos of John Lennon just 
hours before he was shot in front of his house in New York.

2 My grandmother was also born in 1949.

3 She was one of six children.

4 Photography is a subject a lot of people in my school are 
interested in.

 7 Write a biography of a famous photographer or artist 
(about 100 words). Use appropriate time expressions.

Include:

life facts and a general description of the person

information about their early life and achievements

information about their later life and why they are important 
today.

 8 Check your written work carefully and correct any 
errors.

Improving writing skills7

A biography

Practising connectors

 1 Circle the correct alternatives.

1 In/On the 1930s, Picasso painted Guernica.

2 Denis has been an artist for/since August 2006.

3 In/At one time, the painters Van Gogh and Cézanne worked 
together.

4 By/On the end of the year, the show will have closed.

5 During/Th rough his teenage years, Leonardo da Vinci 
studied art.

6 Webster is momently/currently holding an exhibition of her 
work.

7 Michelangelo worked on his masterpiece for/during many 
years.

 2 Complete the mini-biographies with the sequencing 
words in the boxes.

a few years later    after    eventually

1 (1)  leaving art college, Penny Lewis started 
working as a photographer for a local magazine. Th en, 
(2) , she got a job on a well-known national 
magazine. (3) , she became famous and held an 
exhibition of her work.

afterwards    in the end    then

2 First of all, John painted the fi gure in the foreground. 
(1) , he started painting the background, and, 
(2) , he added some details. (3) , 
after working for many days, he fi nished the painting.

Improving your writing

 3 Read the biography opposite and note the examiner’s 
comments.

 4 Correct time expression errors 1–6 in the biography 
in Ex 3.

1  3  5 

2  4  6 

 5 Match time expressions 1–4 to time expressions in the 
biography in Ex 3 that have a similar meaning.

1 in about 1982 or 1983 

2 from 1966 to 1969 

3 from the 1960s until now 

4 during her old age 

A person I really admire is the world-famous 

photographer Annie Leibovitz. She was born 
1
 at  1949 

in Connecticut in the USA. It’s one of the world’s most 

populated countries. 
2
 In  leaving school, she studied 

Art at the San Francisco Art Institute 
3
 on  the late 

1960s. Since then she has worked all over the world 

and become one of America’s greatest-ever portrait 

photographers.

4
 At  the 1970s, Annie Leibovitz worked for a rock music 

magazine called Rolling Stone. It’s something I’d like to 

do. As a result, she was able to meet and photograph all 

the great rock stars of that era. 
5
 At  the early 1980s, she 

began working for an entertainment magazine called 

Vanity Fair. In her new job, she photographed almost 

everybody famous, from presidents to fi lm stars, from 

famous writers to notorious criminals.

6
 On  later life, she has continued to work hard and has 

shown her photos in many important exhibitions. What 

makes her photography special is her use of strong 

colours and very unusual or shocking poses.

Examiner’s comments

Be careful with time expressions! Is all 
the information necessary?!
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Reading & Writing test – plus7

 1 Read the text. Are the statements true or false? Quote 
words from the text to support your answers.

1 Van Gogh didn’t expect people who viewed Sunfl owers to 
feel happy when they saw it.

2 He began painting pictures of sunfl owers in Paris.

3 Gauguin wasn’t impressed by Sunfl owers.

4 Van Gogh’s neighbours had him placed in an asylum because 
they found his paintings shocking.

5 marks for each correct answer Score ___/20

 2 Find words in the text that mean …

1 symbol. 

2 slowly fall to pieces as it gets older. 

3 communication between people. 

4 arguments. 

5 unaware and uninterested. 

2 marks for each correct answer Score ___/10

 3 Answer the questions in your own words.

1 Why are van Gogh’s Sunfl owers so popular?

2 How are the various Sunfl owers paintings diff erent?

3 Why did van Gogh paint Sunfl owers?

4 Why did Gauguin fi nally leave van Gogh’s house?

5 marks for each correct answer Score ___/20

 4 Write a composition on ONE of the following topics. 
Write between 120–150 words.

1 Describe a painting or work of art you admire. What do you 
know about it?

2 It helps to be mad to be an artist. Do you agree? Why / Why 
not?

50 marks Score ___/50

Th e story behind Sunfl owers
A Sunfl owers, by the Dutch artist Vincent van Gogh, is a 

painting which has been reproduced on countless gifts and 

souvenirs. It is popular because it’s so bright and striking 

and makes the viewer feel happy. Yet, ironically, it was 

painted by van Gogh at a time when he was depressed and 

lonely. Th e painter was aware that yellow was an emblem 

of joy, but it was not an emotion he was feeling at that time.

B Van Gogh had been exposed to the bold colours of 

Impressionist painters such as Renoir during the time 

he had spent in Paris. It would be wrong to describe 

van Gogh as an Impressionist, because he rejected the 

movement, believing that the paintings it produced 

lacked any depth or meaning, but its infl uence 

transformed his use of colour. Hidden away in the 

isolation of the quiet French countryside, van Gogh was 

able to express that infl uence by producing his most 

famous masterpiece. Or should that be masterpieces? 

Sunfl owers, painted in 1888, was just one of a series of 

paintings on the same theme, showing the fl owers in 

various states of decay and at various times of the day.

C Th e painting was intended to impress van Gogh’s fellow 

painter Gauguin, whom he wanted to invite to work with 

him in a community of artists. However, when Gauguin 

arrived in the French village where van Gogh had been 

living, their liaison was disastrous. Although Gauguin 

admired van Gogh’s paintings, the Dutchman’s views on 

art were not to his taste, and their quarrels were violent 

and destructive. Gauguin left after he had been attacked 

with a razor by his passionate host.

D Van Gogh was not to the taste of his neighbours in rural 

France either. In February 1889, shocked by his behaviour 

and oblivious to his genius, they had him locked up in 

an asylum where he wasn’t allowed to paint. It’s hard to 

imagine what an awful deprivation that must have been. 

Th ere is modern speculation that the artist was suff ering 

from a mental illness known today as bipolar disorder, 

an affl  iction that manifests itself in intense periods of 

depression followed by periods of behaving normally and 

other periods of feeling excited and elated. Of course, 

nothing was understood of the condition in the late 19th 

century, and painting was probably the best means van 

Gogh had of dealing with his mood swings. In May 1890, 

a mere two years after painting Sunfl owers, the artist shot 

and killed himself in the mental asylum.
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Speaking test

Describing photos 2

 1 Look at the photos and think about the answers to the questions.

1 Where are the people in the photos?

2 What are they doing?

3 Describe each photo in detail. What can you see in the foreground?

4 What can you see in the background?

 2 Read the task and describe the photos. Remember to describe similarities and diff erences between the photos.

Task
Compare and contrast the two photos.

7
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 1 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
verbs in brackets.

1 In the past, Japanese houses  (build) 
of paper.

2 Hundreds of lucky winners  (choose) 
every day.

3 An important art exhibition  (hold) 
in the gallery at the moment.

4 News just in! London Bridge  (close) 
because of an accident.

5 While the gymnasium  (repair), we 
couldn’t do any sport.

6 By the time the journalists got there, the demonstrators 
 (arrest) by the police.

7 In the future, all international fl ights  
(book) online.

 2 Rewrite the questions in the passive form.

1 Where did they hold the meeting?

2 Where has she invested all the money?

3 How many languages do they speak in South Africa?

4 Which fi lm are they going to show?

5 How much money have they stolen?

6 How many people had the gunman shot by the time the 
police arrived?

 3 Write answers to the questions in Ex 2 using the 
prompts.

1 It / in the staff room.

2 All the money / the stock market.

3 11 offi  cial languages / in South Africa.

4 Shrek.

5 A million euros.

6 Four / by the time the police arrived.

 4 Complete the sentences with the words in the box and 
the correct passive form of the verbs in brackets.

must    can’t    should    needn’t    may    can

1 I’m not sure, but I think the fl ight  
(delay). Hang on. I’ll check for you.

2 Th e fi re brigade  (call). It was a waste 
of their time to come out to rescue a cat.

3 Th ese posters  (put) up on all the 
walls. It’s vital that we do it now.

4 Jessica  (fi re) on her fi rst day at work. 
It’s impossible.

5 Th e edges  (fold) on both sides to 
make them nice and neat. At least, that’s the advice in the 
instructions.

6 If there’s a rain delay, the match  
(complete) tomorrow.

 5 Write sentences using have / get something done and 
the words in brackets.

1 My car was broken. (repair / last week)

2 I don’t agree with the score I got in my test. (check / right now)

3 Sue’s room looks very dull. (redecorate / next summer)

4 Matt didn’t call an expert to fi x the computer and now it 
doesn’t work properly. (should fi x / by an expert)

 6 Translate the sentences into your own language.

1 A new album has been released.

2 Posters are going to be printed to advertise the event.

3 Th e vases might be broken.

4 Th e children must have been taught well.

5 Sally got her ears pierced yesterday.

Grammar practice – plus7
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Improving listening skills

 1 14  Read and listen to the words. Match them to the 
defi nitions.

 1 mould a cut into an artistic shape

 2 carve b fall down

 3 pack c shape

 4 collapse d press together

 5 design e plan on paper

 2 Read the opening paragraph of a radio interview. What 
do you think it will be about?

Presenter Hello and welcome to Th e Art Show. On 
today’s show, we talk to Mick Loft, an artist and sculptor 
who works in a neglected and undervalued fi eld – sand 
sculpting. We’ve all had a go at building a sandcastle on 
the beach, but sand sculptors turn simple sand into a 
wide variety of artistic shapes, some of which are small 
and delicate, while others are huge and monumental. In 
fact, they turn what is just a bit of fun for most people 
into an art form.

 3 Read the opening paragraph in Ex 2 again. Which 
answer below is obviously wrong? Which two are only 
partly correct?

Mick Loft …

 a usually works in fi elds. 

 b only makes sandcastles. 

 c usually builds large sculptures. 

 d generally creates art from sand. 

 4 15  Listen to the radio interview and choose the best 
answers.

1 Mick Loft draws inspiration from …

 a visiting castles and other monuments.

 b only abstract forms of art.

 c diff erent building techniques.

 d a wide variety of diff erent sources.

2 When planning a sand sculpture, Mick …

 a uses architectural drawings.

 b works from a photo.

 c works from a detailed drawing.

 d uses a three-dimensional model.

3 When sculpting, Mick uses …

 a old sand that’s dried out.

 b sand from the beach he is on.

 c a rough sort of sand.

 d sand that’s quite hard.

4 Next Saturday, people can see Mick …

 a take part in a sand sculpture competition.

 b show off  his techniques in a one-man show.

 c build a sandcastle on a beach.

 d judge other people’s sandcastles.

 5 15  Listen again and answer the questions.

1 What does Mick use to shape sand into artistic forms?

2 What exactly does Mick do when planning a sand sculpture?

3 How does Mick prepare sand so that it holds its shape?

4 What is happening on Great Hampton beach next Saturday 
evening?

7

Developing skills
First eliminate answers that are obviously wrong 

in multiple-choice questions. If an answer is only 

partly correct, look for a better option.
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 1 Read Th e story behind the Sunfl owers on page 194 and 
choose the best answers.

1 Th e text implies that Sunfl owers is popular because it …

 a was painted by someone famous.

 b fi ts neatly on to a tea towel.

 c cheers people up.

 d strikes people as ironic.

2 Th e irony of Sunfl owers is that …

 a van Gogh intended it to be a metaphor for loneliness.

 b the painting depressed the artist rather than pleased him.

 c the artist wasn’t as happy as the painting suggests.

 d people who see it feel glad despite its air of depression.

3 Van Gogh rejected the Impressionist movement because …

 a he didn’t like its emphasis on colour.

 b he wanted his paintings to have more to say.

 c it didn’t interest him at all.

 d Renoir’s boldness upset him considerably.

4 Van Gogh fi rst painted Sunfl owers …

 a while he was living in Paris.

 b during his Impressionist stage.

 c under the guidance of Renoir.

 d far from the salons of Paris.

5 Van Gogh intended his painting Sunfl owers to …

 a encourage a fellow painter to join him in an artistic 
 community.

 b be the fi rst in a series of identical paintings.

 c impress the artistic community.

 d fund a commune of working artists.

6 Gauguin and van Gogh argued because …

 a van Gogh was violent and tried to hurt Gauguin.

 b van Gogh felt Gauguin showed disrespect towards his art.

 c Gauguin refused to become part of van Gogh’s community.

 d they didn’t agree on how they perceived art.

7 Van Gogh’s neighbours had him confi ned to a mental asylum 
because …

 a they were shocked by his paintings.

 b they thought it would be for his own good.

 c he was acting in a way that really upset them.

 d they wanted to get rid of him.

8 As a result of his mental condition, van Gogh was …

 a sometimes up and sometimes down in his mood.

 b constantly feeling intensely depressed.

 c over-imaginative and feeling deprived.

 d incapable of ever behaving normally.

5 marks for each correct answer Score ___/40

 2 Write a composition on ONE of the following topics. 
Write between 120–150 words.

1 Describe a painting or work of art you admire. What do you 
know about it?

2 It helps to be mad to be an artist. Do you agree? Why / Why 
not?

60 marks Score ___/60

Reading & Writing test – multiple-choice option7
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 1 Write words for the descriptions.

1 Th is type of painting usually includes fruit and fl owers. 

2 Th is type of painting doesn’t show things as they really 
are. Instead, it expresses the artist’s thoughts and feelings. 

3 Th is is a picture of someone, usually just showing their face. 

4 Th is is a picture that someone takes with a camera. 

5 You can fi nd this in public places such as walls or even on the 
pavement. 

6 Th is is prehistoric art that we can fi nd in underground places. 

 2 Complete the sentences with the correct verbs.

1 I think I’ll  this picture and put it on my desk.

2 It’s such a small photo! Why don’t you  it?

3 How many photos did you  when you went to 
Paris?

4 I’m going to  some pictures on my bedroom wall.

5 In order to save paper, I only  a selection of my 
best photos.

 3 Write words for the defi nitions using the words in the 
box. You don’t need all the words.

gallery    brush    palette    model    easel    bust    
artist    pedestal    portfolio    sculpture    sculptor

1 a board that an artist uses for mixing paints on 

2 a tool that painters can use to paint with 

3 a solid object that someone makes as a work of art 

4 a building where you can look at works of art 

5 a model of the head and shoulders of a person 

6 a base or support where you can put a statue 

7 a collection that artists make of their work 

8 something an artist uses to hold a painting 

 4 Complete the text with words from Ex 3.

Th ese days, art can be created in so many diff erent ways, 
from traditional painters who mix their paints on 
(1)  and apply them with (2)  
on canvases supported on wooden (3) , to 
graffi  ti (4)  who use spray paint to cover 
walls with brightly coloured images. In the same way, 
(5)  may use a (6)  to produce 
a life-like (7)  or work with a variety of 
materials to produce more abstract sculptures. Modern 
art exhibitions are held not only in established 
(8) , but also in places like old warehouses.

 5 Complete the collocations with do or make.

1     a course    a degree

2     a journey    a visit

3     an impression    an impact

4     someone a favour    your best

5     a decision    a plan

6     a promise    a commitment

7     the grade    money

 6 Complete the sentences with phrases with do or make.

1 It doesn’t matter if you’re good or bad at something, but you 
should always try hard and .

2 Th e house was a mess. Before he went out, he 
.

3 It will all become clear soon as my boss is going to 
 this afternoon about the company.

4 You can only join the Air Force if you pass all the courses and 
exams and .

5 I wonder whether you could  me  
and post this letter for me?

6 She was shocked at her poor grades last term so this term she 
has  to work harder and do all her 
homework on time.

 7 Write the best options to complete the sentences.

1 He is a very  person.

a art b artist c artistic

2 Only the best  will win the fi rst prize.

a competition b competitor c competitive

3 Li Xinggang was the chief  of the famous ‘bird’s 
nest’ stadium in Beijing.

a architecture b architect c architectural

4 Have you seen the  exhibition that opened last 
week?

a photography b photographer c photographic

5 Salvador Dalí’s paintings have a dreamlike, , 
quality.

a surrealism b surrealist c surreal

Vocabulary practice – plus7

Skills practice
These sections contain Reading, Writing and Listening 
worksheets which provide extra skills practice and ensure the 
development of your students’ receptive and productive skills. 
They can be used in the classroom or, in the case of reading and 
writing, set as homework. Audio recordings for the Listening 
worksheets are to be found on the Teacher’s Resource Centre.

Assessment and Testing
Tests and Exams have been written at two different levels of 
difficulty: Standard and Plus. This allows you to set exams that 
are appropriate to your students’ level and needs. Both the 
Standard and Plus sections include Grammar & Vocabulary Tests, 

Reading & Writing Tests with optional multiple-choice questions 
for Plus tests, End-of-Term Exams and End-of-Year Exams.

Curricular worksheets: Science, 
Humanities and Social science, Arts
The aim of these worksheets is to make links to other 
curricular subjects and to provide reading and discussion 
material, which encourages your students to think about 
their future studies in English.

Testing communication
This section contains material to test your students’ 
communication skills. For each unit of the Student’s Book, there are 
Listening and Speaking Tests. There is a photocopiable Evaluation 

chart for Speaking tests which details assessment criteria for oral 
tests and exams and for receptive and productive oral work in the 
classroom. Audio recordings for the Listening tests are to be found 
on the Teacher’s Resource Centre.
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7 Is it art?

Abbey Road

eventually finally for over three months

after a long illness

do make

have / get something done

cave painting landscape portrait

enlarge frame take

artist brush easel

model palette portfolio sculpture

do make do some cleaning make a decision

architect architecture architectural art

artist artistic

have / get something done

I can see … I think 

they’re at … It looks like … He’s probably … 

The first photo …

whereas in the second photo …

architecture exhibition
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 Mona Lisa Las Meninas

Abbey Road 

No Comfort
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LEAD-IN

abstract Botticelli Caravaggio Dadaism

 Extend cultural knowledge

No. 6 No. 5

Pablo Picasso’s Light Drawings

bc

Super Wifi lambananafon

2.12

2.12

4 2.12

 Let’s talk
5

 Homework: 

Think & Discuss.

2.12

See Teacher’s Book page T164



 1 Match the words in the box to the works of art.

abstract   cave painting   graffi  ti   landscape   photograph   
portrait   sculpture   still life   street art

 2 2.12 Listen. Which art words are mentioned?

 3 2.12 Listen again. Match the speakers to the questions. 

1  How do you know if a work of art is good? 

2  How much money is the Mona Lisa insured for?

3  Which Spanish artists are considered to be the best?

4  Which painting is said to be the most expensive ever?

 4 2.12 Listen again and note the speakers’ answers.
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Photography isn’t really art.

 Let’s talk
 5 Choose a work of art from this 

page and describe it to a partner.

I can see …
The woman in the painting …
There’s a …
It looks like …
It looks …
He’s probably …

PHRASE BANK

7 Is it art?

Reading Mobile art; understanding reference 

Grammar Th e passive; have / get something done

Vocabulary Art; do and make; word families

Listening 3-D street art

Speaking Comparing and contrasting photos

Writing A biography

Lifelong learning skills How to learn English outside the classroom

UNIT OBJECTIVES
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 1 WORD POWER   Match the phrases 
to the defi nitions.

1  an army unit a  become unemotional

2  a head shot b  an exhibition of photos

3  desensitized c  a portrait photo

4  slideshow  d  understanding of something

5  insight  e  a group of soldiers

 2 Scan the text and fi nd … 

1  the title of a newspaper. 

2  a date.

3  the name of a famous photographer.

4  the name of an exhibition.

5  the name of the exhibition’s organizer.

 3 DEVELOPING SKILLS   Read the box 
and do the task.

5  Answer the questions in your own words.

1  Why did Damon Winter use his mobile phone in 
Afghanistan?

2  Why is the quality of mobile phone photos not very 
important?

3  Why did Alex Sturrock organize No Comfort?

4  How did Preston Rolls help to create No Comfort? 

5  What makes the photos of Zimbabwe so special?

 6 WORD POWER   Match the words 
to the defi nitions.

1  appearing a  the most common

2  mainstream b  television, newspapers and the internet

3  media c  beginning to be seen

4  gallery d  things or information

5  stuff  e  a place that shows art

 Let’s talk
 7 Do you ever go to exhibitions? 

7 Reading

Understanding reference 

When reading, it is important to 

know what pronouns like it, they, 

her and demonstratives like this and 

that refer to.

Find the pronouns in the text. What do they 
refer to?

Find a false friend in 

paragraph B that means to keep 
information about something.

ANALYSE

a  they (line 2)

b  they (line 3)

c  their (line 6)

d  these (line 12)

e  their (line 17)

 4 Are the sentences true or 
false? Quote words from 
the text to support your 
answers.

1  Th e photos in Th e New York 

Times were taken with a 
mobile phone.

2  Damon Winter’s photos won 
him a prize. 

3  Most photos taken on 
mobiles are pictures of places.

4  No Comfort was an exhibition 
held in Zimbabwe.

5  Th e photos from Kabul and 
Gaza contain very negative 
images. 

4
5

The New York Times

4 No Comfort
5

4
5

a The 
New York Times

c

d

e

4 No Comfort

5

4
5
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Mobile Art

LEAD-IN
AROUND THE WORLD

Afghanistan, Gaza Zimbabwe

London Haiti Toronto New York Kabul

countries – Afghanistan Zimbabwe, Haiti; cities – 

Gaza, London, Toronto, New York, Kabul)

4

2.13

 FAST FINISHERS

5

Optional extension

6

 Let’s talk

 Language note
record

record

The band is recording a new album at the moment. He 

recorded his neighbour’s dog barking and then went to 

the police! They 

are recording another series of my favourite programme.

film I’m nervous because I’m 

filming my first scene tomorrow.

We’ll 

record the results of the survey and analyse them in 

detail later.

remember remind

AROUND 
THE 

WORLD

TIAHI

BLUKA

ZAAGANAGNASHFIT

OLDNON

MAWEBBIZ

NOTROOT

WEN KORY
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 Extend cultural knowledge

No Comfort

Optional extension

 Homework: Workbook page 58

S A Y  I T  A L O U D
2.14
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a   When readers of Th e New York Times looked at the newspaper on 22 November 

2010, they were presented with some amazing photos of the war in Afghanistan. 

What made the photos particularly interesting is that they had been taken with a 

smartphone rather than a traditional camera. 

b   Photographer Damon Winter, who was named Photographer of the Year in the USA, spent 

a few days with an American army unit in northern Afghanistan. He wanted to record their 

everyday lives. He decided to use his mobile phone rather than his usual camera because he 

thought the soldiers seemed more comfortable with the phone. He pointed out that they often 

use their phones to photograph each other and so they were more relaxed. Th is made the photos 

more memorable because they weren’t posed.

c   Of course, the vast majority of photos taken using mobiles are not taken by professional 

photographers, but by ordinary people. Although these images may be poor quality and are 

often just head shots sent from one friend to another, more and more of these photos are now 

appearing in exhibitions because they provide an interesting record of everyday life.

d   A recent exhibition in London provides a good example. Th e event was called No Comfort 

and people in diff erent countries were asked by the show’s organizer, Alex Sturrock, to send in 

images of their daily lives taken on mobile phones. Sturrock wanted people in London to see 

what life is like for people living in countries like Zimbabwe or Haiti. He felt that people had 

become desensitized by images in the mainstream media, but hoped that the more personal 

mobile phone photos would provide a more dramatic 

picture.

e   Getting the photos was hard work. Sturrock emailed 

lots of people before he got a positive response from 

Preston Rolls, a photographer in Zimbabwe. Rolls told 

children about the exhibition and they were very excited. 

Suddenly Sturrock started receiving photos which he 

uploaded onto a computer in an art gallery in London. Th e 

photos were made into a slideshow which was projected 

onto the gallery’s wall. Every time a new photo arrived it 

was automatically added to the slideshow.

f   Sturrock also received a series of photos from Kabul, 

Toronto and Gaza. As he says, ‘Th ey’re images from places 

we see so much negative stuff  written about, yet they are 

really warm stories. Th e images from Zimbabwe are really 

intimate, they’re shot by the kids and young people of the 

area. You can’t take pictures like that unless you are part of 

a community, I think it’s a rare insight.’

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

Mobile Art

2.14 Find these words in the 

text. How do you say them?

1 

2  

3 

4 

5 /

S A Y  I T  A L O U D

SOUNDS

4
5
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7 Grammar in context

Th e passive 
be + past participle 

 1 Look at the album cover. Do you know where the photo was taken?

 3  Complete the sentences with the correct passive form of the verbs in brackets. 

1  Picasso’s Guernica ___ (move) to Spain from New York in 1981. 

2  Th is painting can ___ (interpret) in a number of diff erent ways. 

3  Only two of the paintings in this exhibition ___ (buy) so far.

4  Th e art museum ___ (restore) at the moment. 

5  Th e restoration work ___ (not complete) next month. 

6  By the time the gallery reported the theft, the painting ___ (sell). 

 4  Write questions in the passive. Use the prompts to help you. 

1  Where / last year’s exhibition / hold ? 

2  What / paintbrushes / make of ? 

3  Why / this photograph / not frame / yet ? 

4  Who / Sunfl owers / paint by ? 

5  the winner of the art competition / announce / next week ? 

6  these pens / use / by anybody / at the moment ? 

Abbey Road
The cover of The Beatles’ album, Abbey Road, is 

one of the world’s most famous photographs. In it 

the band 1are being led across a zebra crossing by 

John Lennon. Abbey Road is both the name of the 

street and a recording studio.

The photo 2was taken by Iain Macmillan. If you look 

closely, you can see Paul Cole, an American tourist, 

on the right-hand side. He didn’t know the photo 

3had been taken until the album was released.

The cover 4has been copied by many artists 

including The Red Hot Chilli Peppers and Kanye 

West. No doubt it 5will be copied again many times 

in the future. The crossing 6can still be seen 

by Beatles’ fans as it 7is now protected by the 

government because of its cultural importance.

be + past participle 

Th e passive is formed with be 

+ past participle. Th ere is a 

complete list of irregular past 

participles on pp152–153 of 

the Student’s Book. 

ANALYSE

 2 GRAMMAR INITIATIVE   Match the examples in the text to the tenses.

Th e passive

a modal verb 

b present continuous 

c present simple

d present perfect

e past simple

f future simple

g past perfect

4
5
6

4
5
6

4 Sunflowers
5

6
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Grammar in context

The passive

be + past participle

LEAD-IN
Leonardo da Vinci

Who painted the ? Who was the  

painted by?

London)

cover zebra crossing, recording studio closely

 Extend cultural knowledge
Abbey Road

 Language note

The cover will be copied 

again many times in the future.

The photo was taken 
by Iain Macmillan.

by

The band are being led across a zebra crossing by John 

Lennon. 

Optional extension

4

 FAST FINISHERS

Last year’s exhibition was held 

in the MOMA in New York.

 TRANSFER ERRORS

The album it was recorded in 1969. It was 

taken the photograph outside the studio.

have / get something done
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Grammar in context

Transforming sentences

5

agent

 Language note
agent

agent

6

Optional extension

clean windows repair a computer

We get our windows 

cleaned twice a year. My computer is broken, but I’m 

getting it repaired this week.

8
have / get something done

 TRANSFER ERRORS
have / get something done

I’m repairing my car tomorrow. I’m 

getting / having my car repaired tomorrow.

9

 Extend cultural knowledge

graphein

graphology

graffiti

 FAST FINISHERS

 Homework: Workbook pages 54–55

have / get something done

I’ve had my nose pierced. I don’t have a scooter so I never 

have to get it repaired.
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Transforming sentences

 5  Study the examples and complete the 
transformation rules.

A Active: An art dealer bought the paintings.

 Passive: Th e paintings were bought by an art dealer.

B Active: Th ey will sell her paintings next week.

 Passive: Her paintings will be sold next week (by them). 

In passive sentences …

1  the object of the active sentence becomes the ___. 

2  the subject of the active sentence becomes the ___. 

3  use the word ___ to introduce the agent. 

4  omit the ___ when it is unknown, obvious or unimportant. 

 6  Transform the sentences from active to passive. 
Omit the agent where possible. 

1  Somebody sold the sculpture for €2 million. 

2  Th e prime minister will attend the opening of the exhibition. 

3  Th ey might display our work in the school entrance. 

4  Police have arrested a 30-year-old woman in connection 
with the art theft. 

5  A journalist is interviewing the artist for a magazine article. 

6 Miró must have painted this picture.

 9 CONSOLIDATE   Complete the text 
with the correct passive form of the verbs 
in brackets. 

have / get something done
We use have or get something done 

when somebody else does a job for us. 

The prime minister is having his portrait painted.
I got my hair dyed purple for the party.
Note that get something done is more informal.

ANALYSE

 7  Read the sentences. Who does the job in each case? 
Choose the correct answers.

1  Phil got his house painted last week. 

a  Phil b someone else

2  Diana will have new pictures taken next month. 

a  Diana b someone else

3 I’m fi xing my computer. 

a me b someone else

 8  Rewrite the sentences using have / get something done.

1  Someone pierced Sue’s nose yesterday. 

Sue had her nose pierced yesterday. 
2  A mechanic has repaired Pete’s scooter. 

3  Gilly is going to cut my hair. 

4  Th e optician is testing my eyes tomorrow. 

5  Th e artist drew her caricature. 

6  Helen’s mum will make her a dress. 

 See Self-study grammar notes pp138–9

Graffi ti:

Graffi ti (1) ___ (consider) by some people to
be art. Many others believe people who paint
buildings, which then have to (2) ___ (clean),
are vandals and should (3) ___ (punish). 
It seems that the public and the police now 
want to have something (4) ___ (do) about the 
problem, so graffi ti vandals (5) ___ (take) to 
court. In 2010, three young men from London 
(6) ___ (send) to prison for spray-painting on 
tube trains. The cost of repainting the trains 
(7) ___ (estimate) to be £60,000. A more recent 
case was Tox, who (8) ___ (jail) for criminal 
damage. He has been writing his name on 
trains, bridges and walls for over ten years 
and (9) ___ (give) fi nes before his recent trial. 
The prosecutor claimed that Tox ‘has no 
artistic talent’.

by
4

4

5

6

4
5
6

8
9

4
5
6
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Vocabulary7

Vocabulary in Action

Topic words
Art

 1 Order the photography verbs in the box in the 
order in which they happen.

enlarge   frame   hang   print   save to hard drive   take

1 take

 2  Complete the sentences with the verbs from Ex 1. 

1 I ___ some great photos last weekend. Do you want to 
see them?

2  Th ese photos are too small, so I’m going to ___ them.

3 I usually ___ copies of my best photos for my album.

4  Th is photo is the best. I’m going to ___ it and ___ it on 
my bedroom wall.

5  Don’t leave your photos on your camera. ___ them 
___ your ___ ___.

 Let’s talk
 3 What do you do with your photos after you’ve 

taken them?

 4 Categorize the words in the box.

artist   brush   bust   easel   gallery   model   paint   
palette   pedestal   portfolio   sculptor   sculpture

people equipment other

artist

 5 Replace the words in bold with the correct words 
from Ex 4.

1  Th ere’s a really good exhibition of Titian’s work at the 
National Museum.

2  Painters mix their paints together on a portfolio.

3  Lisa del Giocondo was the sculptor for the painting 
the Mona Lisa. 

4  My father has a pedestal of Beethoven on his piano.

5  Painters apply paint to a canvas with a knife or a palette.

6 I went to an outdoor exhibition of Henry Moore’s 
sculptors last week.

7 Who’s your favourite bust – Picasso or Dalí?

8 Michelangelo’s David stands on a palette in the Galleria 
Dell’Accademia in Florence. 

Talking about art exhibitions

 6 Read the dialogue and choose the correct alternatives. 

  A What are you doing on Saturday?

  B I was thinking about going to that new gallery.

  A You mean the one that was opened by the Queen?

  B Yeah. Th ere’s a 1photography/portfolio exhibition on.

  A And a 2sculptor/sculpture display in the garden.

  B I know. All the photos were 3taken/framed by children, weren’t they?

  A In fact, both exhibitions were created by child 4artists/models.

  B Amazing. Th ere’s a good shop there too.

  A I could buy some new 5paints/easels and a 6palette/bust.

  B Great, you can give me a painting to 7hang/print in my bedroom.

 7 2.15 Listen and check your answers.

 8 Now prepare a dialogue about art exhibitions. 

4
5

4
5
6

8

4
5
6
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Vocabulary

Topic words

Art

LEAD-IN

4

5

6

a

c

d

e

1 d, 2 a, 3 e, 4 b, 5 f, 6 c)

 Let’s talk

4

 FAST FINISHERS

5

 TRANSFER ERRORS
museum

gallery

gallery

museum

Optional extension

Vocabulary in Action

Talking about art exhibitions

6

2.15

8
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Vocabulary

Word building

do and make
LEAD-IN

The gallery did a slideshow with the photos.

The photo was made by Iain Macmillan.

made a slideshow was taken by)

do make

make a mistake

do nothing

 Language note
do make

do

make

make

do

do the cooking make the bed

do make

4

5
do make

Word families

6

8

 FAST FINISHERS

 Extend cultural knowledge

mangaka

do make

a 2.16

c 2.17

 TRANSFER ERRORS

 Homework: Workbook pages 52–53



Word stress 

a 2.16 Listen to the nouns. Which syllables are stressed?

 1  architecture    2  surrealism    3  competition 

b  Read the words. Which stress pattern do they have?

photography          politician          commitment

reading          pedestal          newspaper          assistant

exhibition          gallery          individual

c 2.17 Listen and repeat.

PRONUNCIATION

SOUNDS

U
N

IT
 7

83

Word building
do and make 

 1  Complete the phrases with do or make. 

1 ___ a decision 

2 ___ some cleaning 

3  ___ an English course 

4  ___ some money 

 2  Choose the correct alternatives. 

1 We usually use do/make to talk about creating or 
constructing something. 

2 We usually use do/make to talk about general 
activities or work. 

 3 Form collocations with do or make and the 
words in the box. 

a choice   a commitment   a part-time job   
an announcement    an impact   someone a favour   

the grade   your best

 4 Match the defi nitions to the collocations in Ex 3. 

1 choose one of several options 

2  attain results at the necessary level 

3  use all of your potential 

4  work for limited periods of a day or week 

5  act in a helpful way to another person 

6  give information 

7  promise to do something 

8  cause a great eff ect 

 5  Write sentences about you using do and make. 

Word families

 6  Complete the word families.

noun person adjective

architecture

competition

art

surrealism 

photography

 7 Complete the sentences with words from Ex 6.

1  Did you know that the ___ Norman Foster designed 
the Bilbao Metro?

2 Jim entered the London Underground photography 
___ last year.

3 Snaps is the best shop in town for cameras and ___ 
equipment.

4 ___ was a movement supported by ___ such as 
Salvador Dalí and André Breton. 

5 Jack’s so ___. He can paint, sketch and take 
wonderful photos.

 8 CONSOLIDATE   Complete the text with 
the words in the box.

paint            best            make (x2)            do
artists            galleries            competitions

M
angaka are very special (1) ___. They are the 

people who devise and illustrate Japanese 

manga comics. There are thought to be over 

3000 mangaka in Japan doing their (2) ___ 

to entertain comic fans. Many artists (3) ___ a manga 

course at art school and so they have to (4) ___ a 

commitment to their career at an early age. However, 

if they are successful, they can earn a lot of money. 

Some of the best-known manga artists only sketch 

their drawings and have assistants to (5) ___ the pictures.

Manga is big business all over the world, not just in 

Japan. You can visit exhibitions of manga comics in 

(6) ___ in Europe and the USA. There are also (7) ___ 

where young artists hope to become famous. 

Whatever the pictures show, manga should always 

(8) ___ an impact on the reader.

4 4
5
6

8

4
5

4
5
6

8
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7 Communication skills

Listening
3-D street art

 1 2.18  Check you understand the words from the 
listening text.

sketching   workshop   perspective   ceiling   chalk

 2 Read the summary. Would you like to join the 
project? Why / Why not?

Summary: Art Forum 
TODAY AT 3.45 ON RADIO ART

Appearances can be deceptive, especially in 3-D 
pavement art! In this exciting art form, artists 
create huge lifelike paintings in public places. James 
O’Donnell from the community arts project, Art 
on the Street, joins us to talk about this weekend’s 
arts festival which includes a wonderful exhibition 
of 3-D on our city centre streets.

 3 2.19 Listen and take notes about the Art on the 
Street festival.  

 4 DEVELOPING SKILLS   Read the box 
and do the tasks.

 5 2.19 Listen again and choose the best answers. 

1 Which of the statements is not true about Art on 
the Street? 

a  It was founded in 2008. 

b  It’s an arts festival. 

c  It’s a festival held every two years.

d  It has increased in size over the years. 

2  Which of the following is not planned for this year’s 
arts festival? 

a  a workshop on digital art

b  an art course on sketching 

c  an auction 

d  an exhibition 

3  3-D artists create a sense of reality in their paintings …

a  by using new art techniques. 

b  by drawing objects in the background larger than 
in the foreground. 

c  by drawing objects in the background smaller 
than in the foreground.  

d  by making their pictures complicated. 

4  Why is the artist Kurt Wenner important? 

a  He painted the Sistine Chapel. 

b  He invented the technique of perspective.  

c  He works for National Geographic.  

d  He made 3-D art popular.  

 Let’s talk
 6 Have you ever seen any 3-D street art? Where?

Multiple-choice questions

In multiple-choice questions there is usually 

one answer which is obviously wrong. 

Eliminate this fi rst. If an answer is only partly 

correct, look for a better option. 

1  Read the questions in Ex 5 carefully.

2  Eliminate any answers which are obviously wrong.

a

b

4
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Communication skills

Listening

3-D street art

LEAD-IN

2.18

2.19

 Extend cultural knowledge

4

5 2.19

 Let’s talk
6

Optional extension

 Homework: Workbook page 56

2.19

See Teacher’s Book page T164–165
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Communication skills

Speaking

Comparing and contrasting photos

LEAD-IN

 three / photo / in / I / see / people / 

can / the

 woman / angry / left / the / on / the / 

quite / seems

 graffiti / girl / looking / some / at / 

young / is / a / there

4 there / city / any / trees / aren’t / think 

/ I / they / in / are / a / because

I can see three people in the photo. 

 The woman on the left seems quite angry.  There is a 

young girl looking at some graffiti.  I think they are in a 

city because there aren’t any trees.

The man with a beard … , 

They might have taken the photo because …

2.20

 TRANSFER ERRORS

Choose two of the photos to compare and 
contrast.

 Homework: Workbook page 57

a 2.21

2.21



TASK  Choose two of the 
photos to compare and contrast.

Speaking Initiative 
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Speaking
Comparing and contrasting photos

 1 2.20 Listen and read the extract. Which photos is the 
speaker comparing?

   Both photos show people creating works of art outdoors. 

In the fi rst photo someone is painting a portrait of a passer-by, 

whereas in the second photo the artist is painting a landscape; a 

seascape in fact. While the fi rst photo was taken in a town or city 

and has lots of people in the background, the second shows the 

artist completely alone at the beach. Both photos show the artists 

using easels and painting what they can see, either people or the 

place. I think the fi rst artist is a professional, whereas the second 

one probably paints as a hobby. I’d prefer to have a picture of the 

seaside than of myself!   

 2 Match the categories to examples in the extract in Ex 1.

1  Talking about one photo 

2  Talking about two photos 

3  Making contrasts 

4  Describing location

 3 Which picture would 
you choose for your 
screen saver?

 Th ink
Decide which two photos you think are 
the most interesting.

 Plan
List the similarities and diff erences. 
What do the photos have in common? 
How are they diff erent?

When we describe photos we generally 

use the present continuous.

ANALYSE

Giving conclusions

You can fi nish your comparison 

by saying which picture you 

prefer and why.

The fi rst photo …
In the second photo … 
The photo on the right / left …
At the top / bottom …
On the left / right …
Both photos …
Neither photo …
While … whereas …
This one …, but that one doesn’t … 
In the foreground …
In the background …

PHRASE BANK

 Speak
Now compare and contrast your photos.

c
d

Intonation

a 2.21 Listen to the intonation 

in the sentences.

 1  In the fi rst photo someone is 

painting a portrait …

 2  … whereas in the second 

photo the artist is painting a 

landscape …

b 2.21 Listen again and repeat.

PRONUNCIATION

4
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7 Writing

A biography

 1 Read the biography. What did Frida Kahlo do that no other Mexican artist had done before? 

 2 Which paragraph … 

1  gives a summary of Kahlo’s achievements and says why she is important today? 

2  says where and when she was born and gives a general idea of who she was? 

3  describes her personal life?

4  talks about her achievements? 

 3 WORD POWER   Complete the table with examples from the text.

life facts / general description early life main achievements summary of achievements

born in Mexico

a   Frida Kahlo was born in 1907 in Mexico. She became 

an internationally popular painter, famous for her vibrant 

colours and dramatic symbolism. Her paintings were 

infl uenced by the indigenous cultures of Mexico and 

European styles. 

b   Kahlo’s early life was marked by bad luck. In 1925, she 

was badly injured in a traffi  c accident and was in hospital 

for over three months. During this time, Kahlo started 

painting the fi rst of many self-portraits. Although she 

eventually recovered, Kahlo was in pain for the rest of her 

life. Four years later, in 1929, she married Diego Rivera, 

another painter. Th eirs was a stormy marriage and fi nally 

they divorced, but they got married again a few years later. 

c   Kahlo continued to paint and in 1939 her paintings were 

exhibited in Paris. Th is was the key to her later success as 

one of her paintings was bought by the Louvre. Th is was the 

fi rst time that a modern Mexican artist’s work had ever been 

bought by the world-famous Parisian museum. 

d   Kahlo’s later life was a period of pain and suff ering and 

she died in 1954 after a long illness. She was one of the most 

talented and successful women painters of the 20th century. 

Her success is an inspiration to women artists everywhere.

A biography of an artist
FRIDAKAHLO

4
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Writing

A biography

LEAD-IN

 She was born in 1907 and she died in 

1954.

 She was married to another famous 

artist.

 She was from Central America.

4 She didn’t have a happy life.

5 Her paintings and self-portraits use very 

vibrant colours.

6 She was badly injured in a traffic 

accident in 1925.
Frida Kahlo)

She had polio when she was a child. Traditional 

Mexican culture was very important in her paintings.

Her family home was called La Casa Azul.

 Extend cultural knowledge

 FAST FINISHERS

Optional extension

in an 

encyclopaedia or reference book

how much her paintings are sold for, where 

you can see her work, which artists have followed her 

style,

semi-formal factual style

Optional extension

 Frida Kahlo sold her paintings all 

around the world.

 She recovered quickly from the traffic 

accident.

 She was painting a self-portrait the day 

she had the accident.

4 Her marriage to Diego Rivera was a very 

happy one.

5 The Louvre bought one of her paintings 

from her exhibition in Paris.

6 Her  in 1954 was completely 

unexpected.
True False

False False True False)
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Writing

4

5

 Language note

as a child / teenager / young woman,  
a few moments / seconds / days / weeks / months / years 

later, for over five / ten / twenty-five months / years

6

4

5

6

8

Write a biography of a famous artist.

Developing writing skills

 Homework: Workbook page 59



TASK  Write a biography of a 
famous artist. Write 120–150 words.

Writing Initiative 
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 4 CONNECTORS   Read the connectors in the box. Are they 
sequencing words or time expressions?

for many years          since the early 20th century          as a child   
in May 2014          in January of the same year          after that

sequencing words time expressions

 5 Find the connectors in bold in the text and add them to the table 
in Ex 4.

 6 Write sentences with the words in brackets. Make any necessary 
changes. 

1 Miguel Barceló was introduced to painting by his mother. (as a child)

2 He held his fi rst solo exhibition at a gallery in Majorca. (in 1974)

3 He enrolled at the School of Fine Arts in Barcelona. (soon after)

4 He started experimenting with diff erent materials in his works of art. 
(a few years later) 

5 He lived in Naples and prepared a series of works made with volcanic 
ash from Mount Vesuvius. (for over fi ve months) 

6 He was awarded a prestigious cultural award. (by the age of 30) 

7 He spent six months in Mali in 1988 where he was infl uenced by the 
desert landscape. (during this time)

8 He divides his time between Paris, Majorca and Mali. (since the late 1980s)

 Th ink
Choose an artist you like and research 
his / her life and achievements.

 Plan
Organize the information in chronological 
order.

  Give some background information 
about him / her.

  Describe his / her personal life.

  Talk about his / her achievements.

  Summarize his / her achievements and 
say why he / she is important today. 

Using the correct form

Th ink carefully about verb forms. 

Do you need an active or a 

passive verb?

 Write
Prepare the fi rst draft of your biography.

 Check
Use the checklist to review your biography.

 I’ve written four paragraphs. 

 I’ve used passive and active verbs.

 I’ve used time expressions and 
sequencing words.

 I’ve checked my spelling and 
punctuation. 

 Improve
Write the fi nal draft of your 
biography.

 See Developing writing skills p147
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 1 Look at the examples of English. Where would you see them?

How to … learn English outside the classroom

English outside the classroom

English is not only a classroom language. When you see 

English outside the classroom, think about what it means. 

Use the context to help you understand.

 2 Read the examples carefully. Are the statements true or false?

1  All fl ights will cost a maximum of £2.99.

2  Meals cost 15% less than the advertised price.

3  It costs a family with two children £37.80 to see a 3-D fi lm on Saturday.

4  You can’t make copies of this material.

5  Click the second button to pay for your purchases.

6  Two people can buy ten mega-burgers and pay for fi ve.

 3  Find words or phrases 
that mean …

1  restrictions or limitations.

2  not including.

3  a special day with no school 
or work.

4  without permission.

5  the place you pay in a shop.

 4 CHALLENGE   For a 
week, write down all the 
examples of English you see 
online, in newspapers and 
magazines or in adverts and 
bring them to class.

Great summer giveaway
We’re offering 10,000 fl ights

for £2.99
Don’t wait – book now!
Terms & Conditions apply.

LO-COST
travel

Summer holiday menu
£29.95 per person

A 15% service charge is added to all bills

excluding service

Th is week only at BOSTON BURGERS

(Maximum order of TWO burgers per customer)

GO TO CHECKOUT

GO TO BASKET

Adult (after 5pm Fri, Sat-Sun) £9.30
Adult (all other times)  £8.30
Child (14 & Under) (after 5pm Fri, Sat-Sun) £6.00
Child (14 & Under) (all other times) £5.80
Student/Senior (Mon, Wed-Sun) £6.40
Bargain Tuesday £5.30

Weekend prices apply to Bank Holidays
Adult – additional £2.10 for 3-D fi lms
Child/Student/Senior – an additional £1.50 for 3-D fi lms
3-D Glasses 80p per pair

a

b

c

d

e

f

BURGERS
Buy one get one free

Buy one full-size mega-burger

and get another FREE!

a

c
d
e

4
5

4
5

6
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Lifelong learning skills

How to … learn English outside 
the classroom

 FAST FINISHERS

4

Optional extension
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Ex 4 
zoologist

Ex 5 
Advantages: 2, 3, 5, 8
Disadvantages: 1, 4, 6, 7

Reading (p50)

Ex 1 
1 D      2 B      3 C      4 A

Ex 2 
1 astronomy 
2 far-flung 
3 brainpower 
4 accurate 
5 reliable

Ex 3 
1 b      2 c      3 d      4 b      5 d

Ex 4 
1 a large group of people contributing to a 

task via the internet
2 Possible answer: Probably people, 

because they can describe a galaxy by 
comparing it to something else, such as 
‘cigar-shaped’.

Writing (p51)

Ex 1 
1 However 
2 In addition 
3 On the other hand 
4 Furthermore 
5 What’s more

Ex 2 
1 Technology has more advantages than 

disadvantages.
2 Students’ own answers

Ex 3 
1 I agree that, I think that, In my opinion,
2 many people believe that, Some people 

argue that, they think that 
3 it’s true that, there’s no doubt that

Ex 4 
alienation, communications, the 
environment, health, unemployment 

Ex 5 
For: health, communications, the 
environment
Against: unemployment, alienation

UNIT 7
Vocabulary (pp52–53)

Ex 1 
1 abstract (quiz answer b) 
2 sculpture (b) 
3 cave painting (b) 
4 still life (b) 
5 portraits (c)

Ex 2 
1 e      2 a      3 f      4 b      5 c      6 d

Ex 3 
1 gallery 
2 take 
3 palettes 
4 sculptor 
5 bust 
6 model 
7 portfolio 
8 pedestal

Ex 4 
1 make 
2 make 
3 doing 
4 made 
5 did 
6 make

Ex 5 
do: a part-time job, someone a favour, your 
homework, a course, your best
make: a commitment, a choice, the grade, 
money, an announcement, a decision, an 
impact

Ex 6 
1 make 
2 make 
3 doing 
4 made 
5 do

Ex 7 
1 e      2 b      3 d      4 a      5 c

Ex 8 
1 architectural 
2 competitors 
3 artistic 
4 surrealist 
5 photography

Ex 9 
1 surrealist 
2 hanging 
3 photography 
4 made 
5 frame 
6 doing 
7 pedestal 
8 sculptor

Pronunciation (p53)
/ / are, far, heart, laugh, market 
/ / mat, at, flat, hat, sat

Grammar in context (pp54–55)

Ex 1 
1 are visited 
2 gave 
3 is being repaired 
4 won’t be sold 
5 hasn’t finished 
6 should be given

Ex 2 
1 is being built 
2 weren’t made 
3 will be removed 
4 hasn’t been repaired 
5 had been seen

Ex 3 
1 was, designed – a
2 will, be held – b
3 is sold – a
4 has, been stolen – b
5 was painted – b
6 are, being exhibited – a

Ex 4 
1 They weren’t designed by Herzog & de 

Meuron. They were designed by Santiago 
Calatrava.

2 They won’t be held in Tokyo. They will be 
held in Rio de Janeiro.

3 Cars and motorbikes aren’t sold at 
Sotheby’s. Fine art and jewellery are sold 
there.

4 It hasn’t been stolen twelve times. It has 
been stolen two times / twice.

5 The Duomo ceiling wasn’t painted by 
Michelangelo. The Sistine Chapel ceiling 
was painted by him.

6 Many of Henry Moore’s sculptures aren’t 
being exhibited at the Royal College 
of Art. They are being exhibited at the 
Yorkshire Sculpture Park. 

Ex 5 
1 was designed 
2 was converted 
3 had not been used 
4 have been kept / were kept 
5 be seen 
6 are held / have been held 
7 have been invited 
8 are being made

Ex 6 
1 found the thieves guilty 
2 have just found some ancient cave 

paintings in Spain
3 visit the British Museum
4 are showing a Richard Long exhibition 

now
5 can buy some beautiful souvenirs and 

postcards in the museum shop

Ex 7 
1 Madrid Airport wasn’t designed by 

Calatrava.
2 Lunch is served in the café.
3 Mobile phones must be turned off in the 

exhibition.
4 The Chinese Terracotta Army statues 

have been seen by millions of people.
5 This gallery is being closed for 

renovations.

Ex 8 
1 have / get a tattoo done
2 is having / is getting his hair cut
3 have / get our eyes tested
4 had / got a tooth removed
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Ex 9 
1 Julia had / got her ears pierced last week.
2 My sister hasn’t had / got her wedding 

dress made yet.
3 I can’t talk now – I’m having / getting my 

photo taken.
4 When did you have / get your tattoo 

done?
5 I’m going to have my hair cut next week. 

Ex 10 
1 have explored 
2 was born 
3 moved 
4 lives 
5 has been rescued 
6 includes 
7 was filmed

Ex 11 
1 perform 
2 cut 
3 given 
4 taken 
5 understand 
6 written 
7 done 
8 use

Communication skills 
(pp56–57)

Listening (p56)

Ex 1 
1 c      2 b      3 a

Ex 2 
weird, frightening, amazing, interesting, 
scary, menacing, gruesome

Ex 3 
1 True
2 False – It was a giant spider.
3 False – The speaker didn’t really get what 

the artist was trying to achieve.
4 True

Ex 4 
1 dialogue 1 
2 dialogue 3 
3 dialogue 1 
4 dialogue 2
5 dialogue 3 
6 dialogue 2

Ex 5 
1 I wonder how they managed to make all 

those plants grow from the wall.
2 It’s so light and airy, with all that smooth 

white polished concrete.
3 I learnt so much about the human body, 

and it really made me think about what 
it means to be alive. 

4 Although it was educational, I think 
there are better ways to learn about 
those things.

Speaking (p57)

Ex 1 
Students’ own answers

Ex 2 
1 S      2 D      3 D      4 S      5 S      
6 D     7 D      8 D

Ex 3 
1 a      2 a      3 a

Ex 4 
Size: huge, medium-sized, small 
Shape: curved, long, round, square, wide 
Texture: rough, smooth 
Colour: black and white, bright, dark 
Material / made of: metal, stone, wood 

Ex 5 
Students’ own answers

Reading (p58)

Ex 1 
1 C      2 A      3 D      4 B

Ex 2 
1 clearing out 
2 fate 
3 harnesses 
4 garden shed 
5 given away 
6 finds 
7 attic

Ex 3 
1 for over 17 years
2 a popular TV show about antiques
3 almost half a million euros
4 3300 years old
5 He coloured it with tea.
6 Staff at the British Museum noticed that 

an ancient horse sculpture had modern 
harnesses, so the sculpture must have 
been forged.

Ex 4 
1 False – ‘Shaun created the forgeries in 

their garden shed.’
2 False – ‘(which) was bought by Bolton 

Museum’
3 True – ‘Experts had said that the statue 

was Egyptian and 3300 years old.’
4 False – ‘their lack of attention to detail’; 

‘the horses were wearing modern 
harnesses’

5 True – ‘the staff of the British Museum … 
spotted something strange’

6 False – ‘but he was in prison’

Writing (p59)

Ex 1 
1 in 
2 During 
3 By 
4 for 
5 In the end 
6 Now

Ex 2 
1 after the first sentence in paragraph D
2 at the end of paragraph B
3 at the end of paragraph C

Ex 3 
1 He was an important 20th-century artist.
2 He was famous for his surrealist 

paintings.

Ex 4 
Born in Figueres, 1904 
Studied art at San Fernando Academy of 
Fine Arts, Madrid
Personal life: 1920s moved to Paris, got 
involved in surrealist movement. Met Gala. 
1940s moved to New York 
Achievements: Developed surrealist 
style and ‘critical paranoia’ method. Also 
involved in film-making, fashion design and 
advertising
Why he is important today: Iconic 20th-
century artist

Ex 5 

1 b      2 e      3 d      4 f      5 a      6 c

UNIT 8

Vocabulary (pp60–61)

Ex 1 
1 d – colleague 
2 f – bride 
3 b – teammate 
4 e – groom 
5 a – relative 
6 c – parents

Ex 2 
1 leader 
2 follower 
3 extrovert 
4 introvert 
5 ally 
6 enemy

Ex 3 
1 a/d      2 d/a      3 b/c      4 c/b

Ex 4 
1 b      2 c      3 a      4 e      5 d

Ex 5 
1 out 
2 for 
3 going 
4 out 
5 up 
6 make

Ex 6 
1 split up 
2 go out 
3 fall out 
4 ask out 
5 make up 
6 fall for

Ex 7 
1 c      2 b      3 g      4 a      5 d      6 f
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nitiative 1

 4 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
verbs in brackets.

1 DVDs  (can / rent) at our local 
shop.

2 All the doors  (must / lock) every 
evening before you go home.

3 Compositions  (should / hand in) 
by three o’clock yesterday.

4 Peter always  (have to / tell) what 
to do.

5 This piece of art  (might / paint) 
by Picasso himself.

6 The floor  (need / clean) before 
your mum gets home.

 5 Correct the errors in the sentences.

1 An exhibition will held in August.

2 Our local supermarket has being closed all day.

3 The centre is be designed at the moment.

4 John should have promoted by now.

 6 Order the words to make sentences.

1 have / cleaned / coat / I / had / my / .

2 your / cut / get / you / hair / did / Where / ?

3 having / tested / I’m / my eyes / tomorrow / .

4 going to / Jack / done / a / tattoo / is / get / .

 7 Translate the sentences into your own language.

1 A new drama series is being shown on TV tonight.

2 Works of art can be seen all over the city.

3 The party should have been organized better.

4 Peter had his hair cut yesterday.

 1 Circle the correct alternatives.

1 My watch made/was made in the United States.

2 Lots of books publish/are published every day.

3 Our local cinema is showing/is being shown old films this 
week.

4 Amy has received/has been received a nice letter from her 
grandmother.

5 Credit cards will accept/will be accepted here.

6 The window must have left /must have been left open all 
night.

 2 Rewrite the sentences in the correct passive form using 
the words in brackets.

1 Great shoes are sold in my shop. (last summer)

2 Astronomy is taught at my school. (next term)

3 The post office is closed. (last week)

4 The match isn’t cancelled. (yesterday)

5 The film festival isn’t held. (next summer)

 3 Rewrite the sentences in the passive form.

1 Japanese companies produce a lot of electronic goods every 
year.

2 Scientists have discovered a new flu vaccine.

3 We are going to perform a play next month.

4 The children will bring food and drink.

5 World-class athletes have broken a lot of records at this year’s 
World Championships.

6 Some of Europe’s top models wore his designs.

7 Joe realized that the fall had broken his leg. 
Joe realized that 

8 The TV company is repeating the show tonight.

Grammar practice – standard7
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nitiative 1

 4 Complete the sentences with the correct form of do or 
make.

1 I have to  some cleaning before my parents get 
home. It’s a mess in here.

2 Could you  me a favour? I’ve left my phone at 
your house. Can you bring it with you?

3 What course should we take? We must  a 
decision today.

4 The headteacher will  an announcement about 
school uniforms today.

5 Every year Sally  a part-time job at a seaside café
to earn some money for her summer holiday.

6 At the moment, Joanna  a course in computer 
science at her local college.

7 Becoming a Marine is really difficult. It’s very hard to 
 the grade.

8 When she told Joe he was lazy, it really  an 
impact on him. He immediately started working harder and 
his grades got better.

9 We didn’t really  any money from the exhibition
but we had a great time.

10 It doesn’t matter whether you win or lose, but you should 
always  your best.

11 Jenny finds it difficult to  a commitment to her 
job. She still wants to travel and do other things.

12 Have you  a visit to the gallery yet?

 5 Read the sentences. Then write phrases from Ex 4 that 
mean the same.

1 Try your hardest! 

2 I hope you’re successful. 

3 It’s had a big effect on me. 

4 Can you help me? 

 6 Circle the correct alternatives.

1 There is a photographer/photography exhibition at the new
art gallery.

2 She has entered her latest sculpture in a national art 
competitor/competition.

3 Surrealism/Surrealist originated in the 1920s and was 
prominent in painting, literature and the cinema.

4 One of the great figures of modernist architect/architecture
was Antoni Gaudí.

5 The Uffizi Gallery in Florence is full of great works of art/
artist.

 1 Match the words to the definitions.

 1 canvas

 2 street art

 3 portrait

 4 still life

 5 landscape

 6 sculpture

 7 photo

a a work of art that is a solid object

b art that represents objects, not living things

c a picture of a country scene

d a picture made with a camera

e material that is good for painting on

f it is found in public places, like graffiti

g a picture of a person’s face

 2 Complete the sentences with the words in the box.

enlarge    frame    print    take    hang    save

1 It’s a beautiful painting – I think you should  it 
and  it on the wall.

2 You should  the file to your hard drive if you 
don’t want to lose it.

3 The castle looks really small in this photo, so I’ll have to 
 it.

4 How many photos did you  when you went on 
holiday?

5 My gran hasn’t got a computer so I usually  some 
of my photos and send them to her by post.

 3 Circle the correct alternatives.

1 Which sculptor/sculpture do you prefer, Rodin or Brâncuși?

2 The Louvre in Paris is probably the world’s most famous art 
gallery/museum.

3 In the centre of the studio was a large portfolio/easel 
holding a portrait of a young woman.

4 The bust/model of the Egyptian queen Nefertiti in the Neues 
Museum in Berlin is 3300 years old.

5 After 1860, impressionist Claude Monet worked from a 
brush/palette limited to pure light colours.

6 Instead of careful brush strokes, Jackson Pollock dripped, 
poured, and splattered painting/paint on to his canvases.

Vocabulary practice – standard7
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nitiative 1

 1 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
verbs in brackets.

1 In the past, Japanese houses  (build) 
of paper.

2 Hundreds of lucky winners  (choose) 
every day.

3 An important art exhibition  (hold) 
in the gallery at the moment.

4 News just in! London Bridge  (close) 
because of an accident.

5 While the gymnasium  (repair), we 
couldn’t do any sport.

6 By the time the journalists got there, the demonstrators 
 (arrest) by the police.

7 In the future, all international flights  
(book) online.

 2 Rewrite the questions in the passive form.

1 Where did they hold the meeting?

2 Where has she invested all the money?

3 How many languages do they speak in South Africa?

4 Which film are they going to show?

5 How much money have they stolen?

6 How many people had the gunman shot by the time the 
police arrived?

 3 Write answers to the questions in Ex 2 using the 
prompts.

1 It / in the staffroom.

2 All the money / the stock market.

3 11 official languages / in South Africa.

4 Shrek.

5 A million euros.

6 Four / by the time the police arrived.

 4 Complete the sentences with the words in the box and 
the correct passive form of the verbs in brackets.

must    can’t    should    needn’t    may    can

1 I’m not sure, but I think the flight  
(delay). Hang on. I’ll check for you.

2 The fire brigade  (call). It was a waste 
of their time to come out to rescue a cat.

3 These posters  (put) up on all the 
walls. It’s vital that we do it now.

4 Jessica  (fire) on her first day at work. 
It’s impossible.

5 The edges  (fold) on both sides to 
make them nice and neat. At least, that’s the advice in the 
instructions.

6 If there’s a rain delay, the match  
(complete) tomorrow.

 5 Write sentences using have / get something done and 
the words in brackets.

1 My car was broken. (repair / last week)

2 I don’t agree with the score I got in my test. (check / right now)

3 Sue’s room looks very dull. (redecorate / next summer)

4 Matt didn’t call an expert to fix the computer and now it 
doesn’t work properly. (should fix / by an expert)

 6 Translate the sentences into your own language.

1 A new album has been released.

2 Posters are going to be printed to advertise the event.

3 The vases might be broken.

4 The children must have been taught well.

5 Sally got her ears pierced yesterday.

Grammar practice – plus7
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 1 Write words for the descriptions.

1 This type of painting usually includes fruit and flowers. 

2 This type of painting doesn’t show things as they really 
are. Instead, it expresses the artist’s thoughts and feelings. 

3 This is a picture of someone, usually just showing their face. 

4 This is a picture that someone takes with a camera. 

5 You can find this in public places such as walls or even on the 
pavement. 

6 This is prehistoric art that we can find in underground places. 

 2 Complete the sentences with the correct verbs.

1 I think I’ll  this picture and put it on my desk.

2 It’s such a small photo! Why don’t you  it?

3 How many photos did you  when you went to 
Paris?

4 I’m going to  some pictures on my bedroom wall.

5 In order to save paper, I only  a selection of my 
best photos.

 3 Write words for the definitions using the words in the 
box. You don’t need all the words.

gallery    brush    palette    model    easel    bust    
artist    pedestal    portfolio    sculpture    sculptor

1 a board that an artist uses for mixing paints on 

2 a tool that painters can use to paint with 

3 a solid object that someone makes as a work of art 

4 a building where you can look at works of art 

5 a model of the head and shoulders of a person 

6 a base or support where you can put a statue 

7 a collection that artists make of their work 

8 something an artist uses to hold a painting 

 4 Complete the text with words from Ex 3.

These days, art can be created in so many different ways, 
from traditional painters who mix their paints on  
(1)  and apply them with (2)  
on canvases supported on wooden (3) , to 
graffiti (4)  who use spray paint to cover 
walls with brightly coloured images. In the same way, 
(5)  may use a (6)  to produce 
a life-like (7)  or work with a variety of 
materials to produce more abstract sculptures. Modern 
art exhibitions are held not only in established  
(8) , but also in places like old warehouses.

 5 Complete the collocations with do or make.

1     a course    a degree

2     a journey    a visit

3     an impression    an impact

4     someone a favour    your best

5     a decision    a plan

6     a promise    a commitment

7     the grade    money

 6 Complete the sentences with phrases with do or make.

1 It doesn’t matter if you’re good or bad at something, but you
should always try hard and .

2 The house was a mess. Before he went out, he 
.

3 It will all become clear soon as my boss is going to 
 this afternoon about the company

4 You can only join the Air Force if you pass all the courses and
exams and .

5 I wonder whether you could  me  
and post this letter for me?

6 She was shocked at her poor grades last term so this term sh
has  to work harder and do all her 
homework on time.

 7 Write the best options to complete the sentences.

1 He is a very  person.

a art b artist c artistic

2 Only the best  will win the first prize.

a competition b competitor c competitive

3 Li Xinggang was the chief  of the famous ‘bird’s 
nest’ stadium in Beijing.

a architecture b architect c architectural

4 Have you seen the  exhibition that opened last 
week?

a photography b photographer c photographic

5 Salvador Dalí’s paintings have a dreamlike, , 
quality.

a surrealism b surrealist c surreal

Vocabulary practice – plus7
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nitiative 1Improving reading skills7

 4 Are the statements true or false? Quote words from the
text to support your answers.

1 Tate Modern is the largest of the Tate galleries.

2 Tate Modern is the only Tate gallery in London.

3 The building that houses Tate Modern was specially built for 
the purpose.

4 Both Tate Modern and Tate Britain display works by British 
artists.

5 Many of the paintings in Tate Britain are older than those in 
Tate Modern.

6 The gallery’s permanent collection is the only thing housed in
the turbine hall.

 1 Skim the first paragraph of the text and find the 
pronouns. What do they refer to in the text?

1 which (line 2) 

2 it (line 5) 

3 which (line 6) 

4 its (line 8) 

 2 Find words in the text that mean …

1 very large. , , 

2 not looked after properly. 

3 changed (from one thing to another). 

4 unusual and noticeable. 

5 difficult (to do). 

 3 Answer the questions in your own words.

1 What sort of art is exhibited at Tate Modern?

2 Why is it difficult for artists to produce art for the turbine 
hall?

Tate Modern
A Tate Modern is one of a family of four different art 

galleries which have been designed to house Britain’s 

collections of modern art. Unlike the two regional Tate 

art galleries which can be found in Liverpool and on the 

south coast, Tate Modern is truly vast. It is built inside  

a disused power station which had been left neglected 

and in disrepair for years before it was converted into  

its present use in the year 2000.

B Whereas its smaller sister gallery, Tate Britain, which 

is also located in London, concentrates on displaying 

British art, Tate Modern holds the country’s collection 

of international art. It houses great works by modern 

masters such as Picasso and Matisse, as well as British 

artists, but only when their work is relevant within an 

international context. Another significant difference 

between Tate Modern and its London counterpart is  

that Tate Modern is not permitted to show works of art 

which date from before the start of the 20th century.

C Since it opened, Tate Modern has become a popular 

and iconic building, and over 20 million people have 

been to visit its permanent collection and its award-

winning special exhibitions. Its most striking feature is 

the enormous turbine hall which visitors first enter once 

they’ve gone through security. It’s so huge that being 

commissioned to put on an exhibition within its space 

is considered one of the most demanding of tasks for 

any artist, partly because so many people will see and 

comment on whatever installation is placed in the hall, 

but largely because it’s so difficult for an artist to think  

on the scale that the hall demands.

Developing skills
Make sure you understand what pronouns like 

this, that, he, they, who, etc refer to in the text.
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 6 Find the two pieces of unnecessary information in 
the biography in Ex 3 and cross them out. Then select 
the two pieces of useful information from the list and 
decide where to put them in the biography.

1 Most famously, in 1980, she took photos of John Lennon just 
hours before he was shot in front of his house in New York.

2 My grandmother was also born in 1949.

3 She was one of six children.

4 Photography is a subject a lot of people in my school are 
interested in.

 7 Write a biography of a famous photographer or artist 
(about 100 words). Use appropriate time expressions.

Include:

 life facts and a general description of the person

 information about their early life and achievements

 information about their later life and why they are important 
today.

 8 Check your written work carefully and correct any 
errors.

Improving writing skills7

A biography

Practising connectors

 1 Circle the correct alternatives.

1 In/On the 1930s, Picasso painted Guernica.

2 Denis has been an artist for/since August 2006.

3 In/At one time, the painters Van Gogh and Cézanne worked 
together.

4 By/On the end of the year, the show will have closed.

5 During/Through his teenage years, Leonardo da Vinci 
studied art.

6 Webster is momently/currently holding an exhibition of her 
work.

7 Michelangelo worked on his masterpiece for/during many 
years.

 2 Complete the mini-biographies with the sequencing 
words in the boxes.

a few years later    after    eventually

1 (1)  leaving art college, Penny Lewis started 
working as a photographer for a local magazine. Then, 
(2) , she got a job on a well-known national 
magazine. (3) , she became famous and held an 
exhibition of her work.

afterwards    in the end    then

2 First of all, John painted the figure in the foreground.  
(1) , he started painting the background, and,  
(2) , he added some details. (3) , 
after working for many days, he finished the painting.

Improving your writing

 3 Read the biography opposite and note the examiner’s 
comments.

 4 Correct time expression errors 1–6 in the biography  
in Ex 3.

1  3  5 

2  4  6 

 5 Match time expressions 1–4 to time expressions in the 
biography in Ex 3 that have a similar meaning.

1 in about 1982 or 1983 

2 from 1966 to 1969 

3 from the 1960s until now 

4 during her old age 

A person I really admire is the world-famous 

photographer Annie Leibovitz. She was born 
1
 at  1949 

in Connecticut in the USA. It’s one of the world’s most 

populated countries. 
2
 In  leaving school, she studied 

Art at the San Francisco Art Institute 
3
 on  the late 

1960s. Since then she has worked all over the world 

and become one of America’s greatest-ever portrait 

photographers.

4
 At  the 1970s, Annie Leibovitz worked for a rock music 

magazine called Rolling Stone. It’s something I’d like to 

do. As a result, she was able to meet and photograph all 

the great rock stars of that era. 
5
 At  the early 1980s, she 

began working for an entertainment magazine called 

Vanity Fair. In her new job, she photographed almost 

everybody famous, from presidents to film stars, from 

famous writers to notorious criminals.

6
 On  later life, she has continued to work hard and has 

shown her photos in many important exhibitions. What 

makes her photography special is her use of strong 

colours and very unusual or shocking poses.

Examiner’s comments

Be careful with time expressions! Is all the 

information necessary?!
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nitiative 1Improving listening skills

 1 14  Read and listen to the words. Match them to the 
definitions.

 1 mould a cut into an artistic shape

 2 carve b fall down

 3 pack c shape

 4 collapse d press together

 5 design e plan on paper

 2 Read the opening paragraph of a radio interview. What 
do you think it will be about?

Presenter Hello and welcome to The Art Show. On 
today’s show, we talk to Mick Loft, an artist and sculptor 
who works in a neglected and undervalued field – sand 
sculpting. We’ve all had a go at building a sandcastle on 
the beach, but sand sculptors turn simple sand into a 
wide variety of artistic shapes, some of which are small 
and delicate, while others are huge and monumental. In 
fact, they turn what is just a bit of fun for most people 
into an art form.

 3 Read the opening paragraph in Ex 2 again. Which 
answer below is obviously wrong? Which two are only 
partly correct?

Mick Loft …

 a usually works in fields. 

 b only makes sandcastles. 

 c usually builds large sculptures. 

 d generally creates art from sand. 

 4 15  Listen to the radio interview and choose the best 
answers.

1 Mick Loft draws inspiration from …

 a visiting castles and other monuments.

 b only abstract forms of art.

 c different building techniques.

 d a wide variety of different sources.

2 When planning a sand sculpture, Mick …

 a uses architectural drawings.

 b works from a photo.

 c works from a detailed drawing.

 d uses a three-dimensional model.

3 When sculpting, Mick uses …

 a old sand that’s dried out.

 b sand from the beach he is on.

 c a rough sort of sand.

 d sand that’s quite hard.

4 Next Saturday, people can see Mick …

 a take part in a sand sculpture competition.

 b show off his techniques in a one-man show.

 c build a sandcastle on a beach.

 d judge other people’s sandcastles.

 5 15  Listen again and answer the questions.

1 What does Mick use to shape sand into artistic forms?

2 What exactly does Mick do when planning a sand sculpture?

3 How does Mick prepare sand so that it holds its shape?

4 What is happening on Great Hampton beach next Saturday 
evening?

7

Developing skills
First eliminate answers that are obviously wrong 

in multiple-choice questions. If an answer is only 

partly correct, look for a better option.
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nitiative 1Curricular worksheets – Science

 2 Match words 1–5 in the text to definitions a–e.

 a screens

 b disk with numbered finger-holes that you use to call  
 a number

 c broadcast of electromagnetic waves from one location  
 to another

 d tiny piece of silicon with electronic connections

 e without cables

 3 Find words in the text that mean the same as …

1 a mechanical gadget. 

2 a long and thin conductor, often made from wire, that sends 
out or receives electromagnetic signals. 

3 the area within the range of a telephone network. 

4 a surface on a device that registers the touch of a finger as 
input. 

5 technology on such a small scale that it is invisible to the 
human eye. 

 1 Choose the best answers according to the text.

1 Mobile phones …

 a work using radio cables.

 b can help you find your way round a city.

 c today have small screens for watching films.

 d have been around since the early 20th century.

2 The first mobile phones …

 a had big buttons.

 b only worked in the countryside.

 c did not have buttons.

 d only worked if you lived next to a base station.

3 Some modern mobile phones …

 a are powered by nanotechnology.

 b eliminate the need for bank accounts.

 c use a similar technology to dishwashers.

 d can be used instead of cash in a shop.

The future is mobile
A Ten years ago the mobile phone was just a device for 

making calls and sending text messages. Nowadays, it  

is a camera, MP3 player, alarm clock, games console  

and, in some cases, even a DVD player or GPS navigator; 

and most of us wouldn’t dream of leaving the house 

without it.

B Mobiles work by combining the technology of ordinary 

phones with the 
1
wireless technology of radios. When 

someone talks into the phone their voice, or data from 

an SMS, is converted into radio waves which are sent to 

a nearby 
2
transmission tower, called a base station. The 

call is then sent through the telephone network until it 

reaches a base station near the call recipient. From there, 

radio waves are emitted and these are detected by the 

receiving telephone and converted back into speech or 

data. The first mobile phone systems were developed on 

this basis by Ericsson in the 1950s. These early models 

were not very popular as they were costly and enormous, 

weighing around 40kg. A smaller version, weighing 3kg, 

was developed soon after – it included an antenna to 

improve transmission and a 
3
rotary dial, much like a 

traditional phone. The problem was that there were few 

base stations in most cities, so these phones were not 

truly mobile because users had to stay within a limited 

area or their call would cut out.

C These days, phone coverage is not a problem as most 

countries have numerous base stations. Many modern 

handsets have touch screens, which eliminate the need 

for buttons, and large 
4
displays for watching films and 

playing games. Mobiles are even replacing credit cards 

in Japan, thanks to a technology known as Near Field 

Communication (NFC). A NFC 
5
chip in the handset 

allows you to place your phone near a sensor in a shop 

which then sends the details to your bank and debits 

your account. Some top-of-the-range kitchen appliances, 

such as dishwashers, can also be switched on using your 

mobile when you are not at home.

D As for the future of mobile phones, the sky is the 

limit. A new prototype from Nokia, the Morph, uses 

nanotechnology to cover the phone’s surface with 

millions of tiny solar fibres which power it using the 

sun’s energy. The transparent handset will be completely 

flexible, meaning you can bend it to wear it as a watch if 

you go running, or unfold it to make a computer screen 

and keyboard if you need to do your homework.

E So, if leaving your mobile at home seems stressful now, 

this may be unthinkable in the future. Don’t rush out to 

buy the Morph yet though, as it won’t be on the market 

for at least seven years.
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nitiative 1Curricular worksheets – Humanities and Social science

 3 Match words 1–5 in the text to definitions a–e.

 a subsistence lifestyle based on hunting animals and  
 gathering edible plants

 b not moving to different areas

 c went from one country to another

 d when a population is forced to move to another place

 e lived in

 4 Find words in the text that mean the same as …

1 scientists who study human fossils. 

2 native. 

3 colonized an area and made a life there. 

4 moving from place to place rather than staying in one place. 

5 small communities, often in remote areas. 

 1 Answer the questions in your own words.

1 What is the Genographic Project?

2 Why did humans continue to travel after they had left Africa?

 2 Are the statements true or false? Quote words from the 
text to support your answers.

1 The Genographic Project reveals that our history is very 
different from what we previously believed.

2 Humans managed to reach Australia using simple boats.

3 There were humans on every continent 20,000 years ago.

4 The Genographic Project is about similarities shared by  
people everywhere.

The human race – ancient migrations
A Fossils found by paleoanthropologists suggest 

humankind probably originated in Africa, but there 

have always been doubts surrounding these theories. 

However, an exciting project is helping prove that we 

can all trace our history back to a small east African 

population, and is giving clues as to why humans have 
1
migrated throughout ancient history.

B The Genographic Project is an initiative by National 

Geographic that traces human migration through the 

analysis of DNA characteristics. The five-year project, 

which finishes in 2010, aims to collect DNA using 

blood samples from 100,000 people around the world. 

Members of the public and indigenous tribes are invited 

to donate their samples, which will be used together with 

geological and anthropological data to map the history of 

human migration, and provide individuals with a means 

to finding out more about their roots.

C The findings of the study are proving interesting. It 

seems that a group of humans left Africa around 50,000 

years ago, 150,000 years after the first humans, or Homo 

sapiens, evolved. Why they left is unclear, but a long, dry 

period in Africa caused by an Ice Age in the northern 

part of the globe and volcanic eruptions in Asia could be 

the key. At that stage the population probably dropped 

to around 2000 individuals, and humankind was on 

the brink of extinction. The first humans to leave Africa 

fleeing these conditions settled in Eurasia, and within 

a couple of thousand years some of them had walked 

across the land bridge that then separated south Asia 

and Australia. Soon after, humans 
2
inhabited the Middle 

East, and around 15,000 years later, Europe. The most 

recent regions to be colonized were the Americas, around 

15,000 years ago.

D Why we continued to migrate after leaving Africa is 

uncertain, but we know that what allowed us to do 

so may have been the ‘great leap forward’, when we 

developed a more modern spoken language and the 

ability to make more refined tools around 50,000–70,000 

years ago. Once we had colonized most of the planet, 

between 5000 and 10,000 years ago, after the last Ice 

Age, humans swapped their nomadic, 
3
hunter-gatherer 

lifestyles for the 
4
sedentary agricultural communities 

which form the basis of today’s rural and urban 

settlements.

E Perhaps the most crucial conclusion of the Genographic 

Project is that we are all a lot more closely related to 

each other than we thought, which should encourage 

us to try to understand one another rather than fighting 

wars. It also gives an alternative perspective on the 

immigration issues we face today, reminding us that, 

at one point or another, we have all been immigrants. 

Finally, it reveals that climate change has a key role in 

population 
5
displacement, warning us that we can’t 

ignore phenomena like global warming.



nitiative 1Curricular worksheets – Arts

 2 Match words 1–5 in the text to definitions a–e.

 a relating to beauty

 b same in value, amount or size

 c relationship between two things in size and shape

 d width of something

 e when something has two identical halves

 3 Find words in the text that mean the same as …

1 a relationship between the size of two numbers or amounts. 

2 the way something is made so that it works or looks a certain
way. 

3 a set of lines, shapes or colours that are repeated regularly. 

4 someone who designs things like buildings and bridges. 

5 the distance from the bottom to the top of an object. 

 1 Choose the best answers according to the text.

1 The golden ratio …

 a is the only magic number.

 b can’t be found in the natural world.

 c has been used in the design of many buildings.

 d was discovered in Greece.

2 The pattern in a pentagram is special because …

 a all the parts are equal.

 b it contains ten parts.

 c the ratio between the parts is never the same.

 d there is a common ratio between the parts.

3 The Vitruvian Man …

 a shows a portrait of Vitruvius.

 b is based on the golden ratio.

 c is believed to show the ideal human proportions.

 d is repeatedly used in geometry and algebra.

Magic numbers
A Magic numbers have fascinated people for centuries. 

There are two very popular magic numbers, the first 

being the golden ratio (1.61803399). A famous example of 

this number in use is the Parthenon in Athens, as almost 

all the proportions of the different parts of the building 

conform to this ratio. Many other buildings around the 

world also appear to be based on this magic number. 

For example, the pyramids in Egypt or even the United 

Nations building in New York seem to have used the 

golden ratio in their design.

B But the golden ratio isn’t just connected to architecture. 

Look at a pentagram (a five-pointed star), a butterfly or 

a flower, and you will probably notice something very 

special. All of them, although very different, have one 

thing in common, there appears to be a 
1
symmetry – a 

balance between the different parts. For example, a 

pentagram contains ten isosceles triangles (a triangle 

where two of the sides are the same length). In all these 

triangles the ratio between the longer side to the shorter 

side is the same – there is a fixed pattern.

C There is also a second magic number that is very  

popular. This is connected to a Roman engineer called 

Vitruvius. He admired Greek architecture and wrote  

De architectura, a book that has influenced people for 

more than 15 centuries. His magic number refers to the 

human body and in particular the ratio between the 
2
span of the arms, from one fingertip to the other, and the 

height of the human body.

D This magic number has been incredibly important over 

the years. For example, the artist Leonardo da Vinci was 

extremely fascinated by mathematics. Many people say 

that he used the golden ratio in lots of his paintings, 

including the Mona Lisa. But the fact is that he seems to 

have been influenced far more by the ideas of Vitruvius, 

and one of da Vinci’s most famous works is called 

Vitruvian Man. In this drawing, the span of the man’s 

arms is 
3
equal to his height. In other words, the ratio 

of the Vitruvian Man’s arm span to his height equals 

one. These are said to be the perfect 
4
proportions for a 

person. So, is the span of your arms equal to your height?

E Both these magic numbers are believed to be special 

as they can be found in nature and are 5aesthetically 

pleasing, or nice to look at. Of course, in maths these 

numbers are important as they come up again and again 

and are found in many calculations, both in geometry 

and algebra.
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For students

Student’s Book / Digital Student’s Book

Workbook /
Online 
Workbook

Sounds: The 
Pronunciation App

Communication Trainer (level 1) 
Available in print.  
Online access via an access code  
in the level 1 print Student’s Book.

Exam Trainer (level 2)  
The Oral Exams videos and worksheets 

can be accessed via an access code in 
the level 2 print Student’s Book.

The Trainers are 
packed with the 
Workbooks

Student Website 
for Bachillerato 

Student’s 
Resource Centre
with access to audio 

files and videos

nitiative
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For teachers

Teacher’s 
Book

Teacher’s Digital Resource Centre  
(with downloadable Presentation Kit)

Teacher’s Resources:
 ·  Grammar and Vocabulary 

worksheets (at 2 levels)

 ·  Skills worksheets 

 ·  Curricular worksheets

 ·  Tests and exams

Exam Generator Exam Generator 
Tests and Exams

Class  
Audio CDs
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